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SEATS.

There is
demand on all sides for rush scats on dining
chairs. It is a revival of the fashion of a hundred and (if ty years
ago, when every great manor house had Its guest rooms and dining- I [;| mis
room furnished in this style.
.5 IMM /\u25a0/
Feu fashions are more picturesque, and certainly no chairs are
j |j|//j|' /(
more comfortable for an erect seat. We have entered into the new
revival in no uncertain way, and show twenty leading styles of I
N|
frames linislicd with woven rush seats.
I
pi
*^L_L
High backs and square backs. Hat and dished seats,
m
and square legs, with heavy or light framing, and
in all styles of decoration, we make a most attractive (5|
Vl fl
display of these rush dining chairs for this week.
\1
Some of the frames have marquetry borders and
-,-J//
panels, some are more elaborately inlaid, and some are
/jL
)f
artistically painted in the old-fashioned style.
%£[_
Vjj
Our prices are unusually low on these chairs.
JUST ISSUED?General catalogue tot USSS7. Square octavo,lßS pp., 800 illustrations.
Sent to any address on receipt of live J-oent stamps for pottage,
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REVERSIBLE

CLERICAL COI^LARM.
in

Made

the most approved pattern.of finecloth.and for
tinish.pi-rfcct fittini;qualities, and convenience
the* are tar superior to the finest linen K nods.
NOT TO BE I \ I mii It i D.
When soiled they can be reversed; later, discard.
In localities where Rood and prompt laundcriiiß is difficult to secure, the 'USKM:" (ollnr.
and « .ill.
will be tound indispensable. Sold at all leading
fornlshingstores, but if not found send twenty-fiveRots'
lor a box nl t«'ii collars or Aye pair nf cuffs, namini: centi
si/.-.
Sample collar and pair of cuffs sent for all
?Si
l:H'
HI COLLAR CO., 11...!..\u25a0\u25a0
77 Fr.iukliu Ht., Nrw York.
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also be a sootl cook.

It is extreme

For Any Man

?to
make perfect
9 bread unless she is furnished with
best of materials to cook with. AsiflQS
? bread is the star! of life it is impor- |j
l.'tnt that lliuir of the best quality be
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Figures.
Sense and Nonsense.
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are respectfully requested to
investigate the merits of the
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Duluth Imperial
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It is made from perfect wheat, tested hourly, quality is always the

same, and it

MAKES 20 MORE LOAVES TO THE BARREL

J Duluth

Imperial

Mill

?????????????????????mm

THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR.

Co., Duluth,
?????????»»)»)»)«)«»,»)»)«»)»)«)»*
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The highest quality at the lowest cost. It is the ij
difference between cheap ranges and ranges cheap I,
?between value and cost.

'
RANGES

nlatle from the cook's standpoint. They emi1
body every device, every convenience, "every
I
scientific improvement consistent with good
/
conking and saving in fuel. Once tried, always
1
rss® -#
used. Tlie name Magek is a guarantee of quality
in ranges and furnaces. Descriptive circulars
(| Xy-_
'
free. For sale by leading Dealers.
h
IHAOEE FURNACE COMPANY. 32-38 Union St., Boston.
\
|j Western Agency, 8e Lake St., Chicago. Pacific Coast Agency, 27 New Montgomery St., San Francitco.
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EditoralNotes.
Catholic parents who do not send their children to :i Catholic school when they can do so are
not providing their offspring with the best possible

M.. writes us that Mr. McCallum has not askecl
for S-10,0()0 for his missionary field, and he also
asserts th.it from his knowledge of that minister
he has no hesitation in saying thai the idea of
purchasing conversions never entered his mind.
An Object Lesson.

Although the Chiireh, when reluctantly she
The sons of St. Paul of the Cross are markedly gives her consent to a mixed marriage, always
meek and mild men. Yet here is the Catholic stipulates that the non-Catholic parly shall pro-

Citizen which refers to their congregation as "the mise to allow the children who may be born of it
Passionate Order " !
to be brought up in the Catholic faith, she has no
The New York Sun voices a sentiment to way of enforcing that stipulation, which is seldom
In proof of
which the Review gave expressionlast week when kept by (he persons who make it.
this
latter
statement
be
cited
the
fact that
may
it says that
the Labor Day that will lie most
in
the
recently
published
duchy
official
statistics
grateful will he that day which brings hack labor
of
Baden
show
I
hat
about
one-third
of
the
only
to the laborer."
children born there of mixed marriages are being
Ax English Protestant sect, known as the Jeztrained in the Catholic faith; and a similar, if not
reelites, has become extinct, hut as something like a worse, showing can readily be found in many
two hundred and twenty other Protestant denomother places.
inations survive in England, its demise naturally Charity
in Chicago.
failed to attract much notice.
Looked at from one point of view, the fact that
A FAIRLY correct idea of the way in which Sim- a million two hundred thousand dollars is contribday is kept in the Catholic portions of Europe uted annually by the people of Chicago for the remay he obtained by reading the tribute a corres- lief of indigent and unfortunate persons in that
pondent of the New York Observer pays to the city is an excellent showing, which speaks volumes
Tyrolese Catholics, reproduced on page 287 of for the generosity of the givers; and not less
praiseworthy is Hie exhibit that nearly two-thirds
this week's Review.
of this great sum is distributed in out-door relief
Checks to cover subscriptions have recently and for the maintenance of charitableinstitutions.
come to us from Very Rev. Monsignor Magennia,
It can be asserted, furthermore, that these figures
Jamaica Plain; Revs. M. .1. Ahem, Merrick; .1.
do not represent all of Chicago's charity toward
A. Crowe, Itaynard; ('. .1. Boylan, Pittsfield,
the poor, for they only show the amount collected
Mass.; John O'Brien, Path. Ale; J. 1). Coyle,
and distributed by the association known as the
New Haven, Conn.; L. J. McPhci'uon. D'EsCivic Federation of Charities. There is another
cousse, C. P., and several others.
side to the picture, though. When so large a sum as
These are some Protestants?to their credit one million two hundred thousanddollarsis gathered
he it recorded who evidently do ttOl regard it as and expended by a charitable institution, it necesbe a correspondingly
idolatrous to pay due honors to the mother of sarily follows that there must
amount
of
want
and
destitution
in the city
large
God. A Methodist chinch out in St. Louis has
where
so much charity is needed.
Doubtless
recently placed in a conspicuous posh ion on its
walls a bas-relief representation of the enthrone- some of this want and destitution arises from improvidence or worse causes. Not a little of it,
ment in Ueaven of the Plessed Virgin.
however, is due to the fact that there are thousThe Church Review will hardly be suspected of ands of unemployed persons in Chicago who would
having a Jesuit on its editorial staff, though doubt- gladly work could they find employment. If the
less the Apaists will assert that it has when they association which distributes the huge charitable
hear that that publication declares that " the most funds entrusted to it could devise some means of
beautiful volume among the half million in the finding work for this unemployed (dement of ChiCongressional library at Washington is a Bible cago's population, it would do even a belter and
which was transcribed by a monk in the sixteenth more benevolent work than it is now accomplishcentury." The Review adds that, with all our ing, and, al the same time, it would materially
boasted progress, neither America nor Europe has lighten its own labors for the future and relieve a
generous public of the necessity of contributing so
anything equal to this book.
largely for the relief of needy and distressed
Oik Protestant friends who oppose the giving persons.
of religious instruction in the day schools, claimA Sample Case.
ing that such instruction belongs to the SundayThe Catholics of Chicago have always shown
schools, should take note of, and duly ponder oh, themselves laudably active
in the matter of prothe fact that Rev. Doctor Schauffler, a Protestant
religions education for their children, and
viding
divine of New York, declares that in the Empire
Archbishop Fechan's diocese has for years past
Slate Official statistics show that there, are
held the first place by reason of the number of
750,000 children Who never have attended Sun- children attending parochial schools in his jurisday-school. A similar showing would doubtless
diction. The New World of Chicago asserts thai
result from an examination of the statistics of
during the pant year more than 42,000 children
other States.
attended the Catholic schools of its city. Those
A rsrw weeks ago we commented upon a news schools, it truthfully adds, were built and arc
item that appeared in the New York Sun and maintained by the Chicago Catholics, not a cent
stated that Rev. Mr. McCallum, a Protestant min- coming to them in any way from the public school
ister in Turkey, had asked for HI,OCX) for his funds. Our contemporary then goes on to showmission and declared that the Catholic mission- that if the city had to provide for the education
aries in Turkey purchased conversions, adding of these 42,0(10 children it would have to increase
that if the Protestanl evangelists were as astute its school-taxes a million and a half of dollars,
as those priests they could make all Turkey Protwithout taking into account the expenditures that
estant Rev. E. K. Strong, of the A. P.. ('. F. would be required for the building of new school??

?

*
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houses. It calls this millionand a half of dollars
the annual gift of Chicago Catholics to Chicago's
public treasury, adding that ??Catholics do not regard the burden as a pleasant onelocarrv. They
submit to it only in obedience to the voice of conscience. But the fact remains that Chicago is
richer by $1,500,080 each year through the educational work accomplished by the parochial
schools." This is but a sample case, and the New
World?* statements hold relatively good of every
other city and town in the country where Catholic
schools are found. Yet to judge from the utterances of a certain section of the American press
and from the virulent condemnations pronounced
upon the parochial schools by the A. P. A.and
its sympathizers, one would imagine that, in maintaining those schools, the Catholics are injuring,
instead of benefiting, the community. Perhaps
these opponents of our schools would sing a different song if they had to meet the increased
taxation that would be necessary if the parochial
schools were to close their doors.
Protestant Preachers in Hawaii.
Our esteemedfriend. .Mr. If. M. (lower of Neu
Haven, writes us to take exception to what the
REVIEW said, in one of its departments, a couple
of weeks ago relative to flic intolerance exhibited
by Protestant ministers in Hawaii to the early
Catholic missionaries in those islands. .Mr. Grower
contends that evidences that the Protestant
ministers took no part in advising or conniving at
the expulsion of the priests arc to be found
in
the denials of the (Protestant ) missionaries themselves, the testimony of the best authors on
Hawaiian history, that of the Hawaiian officials of
that day, ami, finally, in the facts collected by
Commodore Wilkes at the islands in 1841-42-43."
We might answer that the denials of the men
charged with procuring the expulsion of Father
Bachelot and his companions, and the testimony
of theofficials who expelled them, arc of very little
value, asthose individualswould hardly incriminate
themselves by telling the truth. l< The best authors
on Hawaiian history" may not be the ones whom
our New Haven friend considers such ; and Commodore Wilkes' facts are offset by the testimony
of French and English officials, and by the confession of the Hawaiian king, whotoldthe American
consul that the order for the expulsion of the
priests had been drawn up by Mr. Bingham, one
of the Protestant missionaries, and that he had
only signed it because he was compelled to do so.
Mr. (Sower furthermore states that the Sandwich
Island Gazette, quoted from in the article commented upon by the Review a couple of weeks
since, was, in 1838, a very unreliable authority.
That may be true though it was thena thoroughly
Protestant publication. Still the Gazette- would
hardly venture to fabricate thw royal decree of
Dec. 18, LBB7, expelling the priests, which decree
King Kaniahameha told the American consul Mr.
Finally,
Bingham drew up and forced him to
in view of what lately happened in these islands,
the usurpation of the rights of the native population by the descendants of the liist Protestant
missionaries, OUI New Haven friend must excuse
ns if we fail to regard these usurpers as the best
and truest friends of the remnant of the native
race" ; though we can readily Understand and
appreciate his sturdy championship of the Protestant missionaries, and we deeply regret thai
there should lie any ground for bringing againsl
them the charge of having exhibited so unfriendly
and unchristian a spirit towards other ministers
of the Oospel.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE JESUITS.

lines of his own estate. He had died and actually all of us believe, from the Pope on his throne to
lain for fifty years unburicd.
the little child preparing for his First Communion,
The suppression of theJesuits by Clement XIV.
The first city," says Albert Weld, in his in- that Jesus Christ, the same dear Lord whom Mary
was brought about principally by the infamous "re- teresting book, "Suppression of the Society of carried in her arms and dressed and fed in Bethformer," Ponibal, prime-minister of Portugal. True, Jesus in the Portuguese Dominions,"
which lehem, is actually upon our altars and in our
the prime-ministers of France and Spain were opened its gates to the Jesuits after their return tabernacles, as really as he is in heaven at the
leagued with him in the unholy work, but it was into the diocese of Coimbra was Ponibal, the place right hand of the Father. Always, night and
to his restless zeal, frenzied bigotry, towering amwhere the minister of that name was exiled and day, he wdio is the joy of the angels is here,
bition and remorseless cruelty that they were had died. Strange to say, for fifty years the re- Emmanuel, God with us, all days unto the end
childly indebted for the accomplishment of their mains of the persecutor of their Society had been of the world.
unholy purpose. We need not here go into an allowed to repose unburied in a chapel on the
How is it possible to make unbelievers comextended history of the suppression of this noble Ponibal estate, and as if by a special disposition prehend what all this means to the faithful? I lowSociety, suffice it that the decree was extolled of Divine Providence those remains had been explain that when our churches are shrouded in
from an unwilling Pope borne down by the infirmi- doomed to remain unburied till Mass had been darkness, ?when through the gloom we see
ties of age, exhausted by the harassing trials of said over them by a Father of the Society of but the shadowy outlines of altar and picture
his position and hovering on the borders of the Jesus, a truly Christian revenge, as the writer and statue,
when only the red altar-light is
grave.
justly remarks, and furnishing a touching practical shining,?and when, as Protestants would express
Pomba.l, who was an ambitious politician, and illustration of the command : Love your enemies, it,
" there are no services going on " of any kind
as unscrupulous as he was ambitious, had been do good to them that hate and persecute you.'
we nevertheless linger long in the
whatever,
"
minister to England long enough to become thorThe Mass was celebrated by Father I)u Vaux, silence, rapt in a peace that may be felt? How
oughly imbued with the spirit of the iMiglish re- who, in a letter written March 6, 1832, gave the explain that Real Presence? How describe the
formers, and he determined to introduce the same following graphic description of the scene
consciousness in our whole being of One outside
kind of reformation into his own country. With
We were received with the ringing of bells, ourselves upon that altar, all beautiful, all-lovely,
the spirit of another Henry VIII., though in a complimented ami led in triumph by the arch- drawing us, like the
magnet of souls he is,
subordinate position, he took advantage of the priest accompanied by the clergy. The church to his Sacred Heart? What earnest prayers ought
weak and pusillanimous king, Joseph 1., to inau- where two of our Fathers went to say Mass was to rise from our lips that all men may know and
gurate an infernal system of warfare and exter- magnificently illuminated as on the greatest solem- feel the joy, and all be one in him ! This is a real
mination upon this most useful and unoffending nities. As for myself, moved by a religious griefwhich we may share with our Blessed Mother,
Society of Jesus. The head and front of their sentiment which it is impossible to express, 1 had
grief because Jesus is even now with the men
offence was that they were the efficient agents in slipped away with a Father and a Brother before he came to save, and they know him not.
upholding and defending the Church and the most meeting the good cur 6and had run off to the
But there is a neglect of the Blessed Sacrament
formidable obstacle to the progress of the so- church of the FVanciscans to pray at the tomb of which comes yet nearer home to us,?our own
called Reformation.
the Marquis. But the unfortunate man had no personal neglect. It is surely of paramount imPonibal set himself deliberately to destroy the tomb. At a little distance from the high altar portance, as we said above, to work for our Lord's
Society. He supplied his obsequious agents in we found a bier covered with a miserable pall honor in this special way, whether that work be
Rome with an abundance of damaging charges which the Father Guardian of the convent told us one of prayer and of visits to the Eucharistic
and lying misrepresentations to be urged upon the was his. It had waited in vain for the honors of King, frequent communions, daily Masses, or the
Holy Father as the reason for their suppression, sepulture from the sth of May, 1 752. I can say, service more generally considered under the name
Clement did not believe these lies. He had con- then, in all truth, that after more than half a of work. With what affectionate mindfulness,
fidence in the Jesuits he knew their value and it century of proscription the first step of the Soci- with what devout reverence, all this ought to be
was only when threatened with the apostasy of ety, on its solemn return to Coimbra, was to cele- done ! The Church teaches us carefully, by her
the three kingdoms, France. Spain and Portugal, brate an anniversary Mass in presence of the body, minute rubrics and wise ceremonial, what her own
in imitation of England, that the Pope was con- for the repose of the soul of him who had proscribed will and desire is in this important matter. The
strained, as the less of two evils, to sign the decree. it and in the place where he passed the last years Mass candles must be pure wax, the oil for the
Then followed a series of the most barbarous of his life disgraced, exiled and condemned to sanctuary lamp pure olive oil, the wine for the
persecutions the world had ever witnessed. The death."
tremendous Sacrifice the pure juice of the grape,
destruction of the wonderfully successful and
Well might the Fatherexclaim " I left Pombal the altar-breads pure white in color, unblemished,
really delightful missions of Paraguay was simply scarcely sure if this were a dream or a reality. of perfect shape,? and why? For the very reason
diabolical. One can hardly read the account The presence of the collin, the name of Sebastian thatthe Motherof Jesus Christ was the immaculate
without a mingling of tears and imprecations. pronounced in the prayer, the sound of the bells and most pure Virgin of virgins. These altarThe heartless cruelty with which the Fathers, old of the parish celebrating the return of the Society, breads, this altar wine, are to become Christ's
and young, sick and infirm, were treated was and all at the same time. I fully believe that the Spotless Body, his Precious Blood these lights
enough to melt a heart of stone. But the heart impression will never be effaced from my heart." are to burn in his honor during that most august
of Ponibal was harder than the nether millstone and That is the true spirit of the Society of Jesus ceremony where is shown forth continually the
he quailed not at the most barbarous and inhuman whose motto is "All for the greater glory of God." Lord's death till he come ; this oil is to feed the
treatment, driving them out of their houses, their
flame that burns night and day to tell us He iahere.
colleges and institutions of learning and sending
In a certain convent in old times they gave the
A SWORD OF GRIEF.
them adrift on the ocean with all the discomforts
care of the sanctuary lamp to a princess, in their
and cruel sufferings of slaves in the notorious
By a beautiful instinct of the Catholic Church, intense realization of the tireless guard it kept bemiddle passage.
she calls upon us to honor tenderly the sword that fore theKing of kings. In our day the princess IsaNow came the opportunity for the members pierced our Lady's heart from the day of Simeon's bella of the Brazilian kingdom thought it an honor
of this Society to show what stuff they were prophecy to the hour of her Divine Son's burial, to sweep God's house, and to spend much time
made of and to display their true spirit. Their and the loneliness in which she was then sub- every week inkeeping it in order. St. Wenceslaus,
popularity was so great among the people that merged. The third Sunday in September is the the king of Bohemia, used to plant with his own
they could easily have raised a formidable rebel- feast of Mary's Dolors, and it is by that title hands the wheat and grapes for holy Mass, and
lion. They had but to say the word and the rather than by her joys and her happy birthday every day be present at the celebration of it.
people would have risen en masse in their de- that we often designate the month.
St. Jerome says:"A pious mind, devoted to
fence. But they counselled submission, instead,
the
Blessed
sorrows
?
What caused
It Christ, is intent upon small things as well as
Virgin's
and they abandoned their homes and went out, was her great love for Almighty God, her in- great, and neglects nothing that pertains even to
not knowing whither they were being sent, with- tense devotion to her Blessed Son, her horror of the meanest office of the Church." St. Augustine
out a word. Instead of showing resentment wheresin, her love for sinners ; it was no selfish sor- writes : The work of the altar should be a labor
ever they went they devoted themselves to teach- row or fanciful grief. God's interests were her of love, without money and without price." "Eving and preaching and achieved triumphs in litera- only interests ; neglect of him, wrong or insult erything should be done decently and in order,"
ture, in science and in the pulpit. They were offered to him, pierced her pure heart to the core. says the rubric. And if it was a Hebrew psalmist
who exclaimed,
I have loved, O Lord, the
ready to serve wherever they could do good and In this she is a great example.
when the time of their restoration came they were
There is a special work in the Church which is of beauty of thy house, and the place where thy glory
everywhere greeted with the most enthusiastic paramount importance, the neglect of which ought dwelleth," with how much deeper feeling ought we
welcome.
to wound our hearts, and inflame them with ar- who are Christians to respond to him in his own
With zeal have I been zealous
But the most striking instance of the exhibition dent desire for reparation, the work?of whatever passionate cry :
of the true Jesuit spirit occurred after their rc- sort it may be
which concerns the Blessed for the Lord God of hosts ! "
The weak king had diedand been suc- Sacrament.
But do ire? Should no sharp sword pierce our
ty his daughter, Maria, and the infamous
Here, in this divine mystery, is that marvelous own hearts today at thought of our own careless
had been tried and banished to the eon- thing that distinguishes us from Protestants; for neglect of our Blessed Lord ; our culpable omission
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of " little things," because "it is too much
trouble," or it is "not worth the while" ; our human
respect, for fear of a cross look or unkind speech?
Do we care for the Blessed Sacrament, give time
and money for its honor, visit it, love it as the
saints loved it, and died martyrs' deaths for it,
and as Mary, the Mother of Sorrows, waited on
Jesus Christ ?
Yei this us Jesus Christ.
O Mary, Sorrowful Mother, pray for us that
with zeal we may indeed be zealous for Cod's
honor; that his Holy Spirit may inflame us with
true zeal for his glory, and forgetfulness of our
miserable and worthless selves redeemed by thy

Blessed

Son !

OUR HIGHER

EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTES.

I.
The excellent educational work which the Catholic Church is accomplishing through the thousands of parochial schools throughout the United
States is fairly well known to her members and
has repeatedly won complimentary recognition
from many observers who are not of her fold, not
a few of whom have borne testimony to the fact
that the system pursued in those schools, which
iihns at educating the heart as well as the mind
of the pupil, is the only correct one and the sole
system from which satisfactory results can be expected or obtained. The higher educational work
of the Chinch the work which she is doing
through her universities and colleges is, perhaps,
less known to, and less appreciated by, the
general Catholic public, and with a view of making
that body better acquainted therewith, the Review
proposes to set forth in a short series of articles
the scope and aim of that work as tiicse features
are exhibited at some of our leading higher educational institutes. It would, of course, be impossible, without protracting these articles to undue
and wearisome length, to bestow upon all our
universities and colleges the attention thejT merit.
Nor is there any need of such procedure. For
these educational institutions have much in common in their methods and courses of studies, so
that from an examination of one the reader can
form a good opinion of all kindred schools. Naturally the Catholic University of America presents
itself as the foremostCatholic institutionof higher
learning in this country, and to it this lirst article
in ourpropoaed series is accordingly devoted.
and it should be
As at present constituted
borne in mind that the Washington institution is
this University comas yet only in its infancy
prises three schools and one institute. The schools
are those of divinity, philosophy and the social
sciences, and the institute is a technological one.
The divinity school, which was the lirst to be established, has four departments, wherein studies
in the biblical, dogmatic, moral and historical
sciences are separately and thoroughly pursued.
The student who enters the first department has
two courses of studies before him. The first of
these covers the Semitic languages, Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic, biblical arclwology, the geography
of biblicallands and their civil and religious institutions. The second course comprises a general
study of Holy Writ, including its inspiration, the
original texts and version, the genuineness, integrity and veracity of the canonical books, herineneutics and textual criticism. Added to all
this are special studies of individual books of the
Old and New Testaments and examinations into |
various subjects, historical, scientific and dogmatical, connected with those books; whence it is
plain to be seen that at the completion of his
course the student will have gained a very thorough knowledge of Holy Scripture.
The student who follows the lectures on dogmatie sciences has also two courses to pursue. The
first course makes him acquainted with the principles of fundamental theology, such as the pre])?
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faith, the refutation of materialism,
agnosticism and other species of infidelity, and
the rule of faith as contained in Scripture, tradition and tiie teachings of the Church. In the second
course the unity and trinity of God, the creation,
elevation and fall of man, and the Incarnation,
Redemption and means of grace form the subjects of his studies, and give him a very comprehensive understanding of dogmatic theology.
When he passes to the department of moral
sciences, the first course he takes makes him acquainted with thi' end for which man was made,
the moral virtues and vices, the moral law, the
theological virtues, the sacraments, etc., whilethe
second course introduces him to the nature and requirements of canon law. In the historical
sciences the divinity student bus likewise two
courses to pursue, one of which takes him through
the history of the Church to the close of the
twelfth century, wdiilethe second carries him thence
onward to our own days, Every student is required to follow at least two of these courses of
studies. To win a degree he must make a
specialty of one group of courses or unite the
leading branches in different groups, and, of
course, pass a satisfactory examination thereupon. Thi! scope of the work of the divinity
school is sufficiently outlined in the foregoing details regarding the character of its several courses
of studies, and the aim of that work is to give the
student a thorough knowledge of the subjects he
studies, to form in him a scientific habit and
method of thought, together with an aptitude for
continuing his studies and investigations after he
has left the University. The faculty of the divinity school comprises eight lecturers, all of
whom are especially qualified for the chairs they
occupy.
The school of philosophy, whose faculty numbers eighteen professors, has six different departments, to wit, philosophy proper, letters, mathematics, physics, chemistry and the biological
sciences. To enter this school, whose chief aim
is to teach him to specialize and undertake original
researches, the student must have received his
B. A.from some college of repute or pass an examination which, in the opinion of the faculty,
would entitle him to that degree. If he enters
the department of philosophy proper, he will hear
lectures on psychology, cosmic and modern philosophy ; be made acquainted with psychological
problems and their solution ; hear readings from
ancient and modern psychological writers, with discussions thereupon, and lie allowed the use of the
laboratory. He will also be Instructed in logic.
Greek and medieval philosophy, theodicy, the
philosophy of religion, ethics and other cognate
sciences. If he follows the studies in the department of letters, comparative philology and grammar and special studies of the Creek, Latin,
Sanskrit, Hebrew and Avestan languages will demand his attention, together with similar studies
in English literature. The mathematical department will make him acquainted with modern
algebra, the differential and integral calculus,
astronomy, the theory of curves and surfaces,
higher analytic geometry and cognate subjects,
and initiate him into the use, in the observatory,
of astronomical instruments.
In the department
of physics the student follows lectures on general
and mathematical physics covering one and two
years, and gets a training in methods of research
that fits him to pursue researches of his own. He
has, furthermore, the use of a laboratory and
workshop that is supplied with the latest and best
instruments, and to whose equipment additions
aic being constantly made.
The lectures in the
chemical department treat of inorganic and organic chemistry and their methods, crystallography
and mineralogy, legal and historical chemistry,
with special lectures for advanced students and
laboratory courses. In addition, the students of
this department can aval themselves of an excel-
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lent chemical library and museum, while they have
also access to the Government museums and institutions. The studies in the department of
biological sciences cover general vegetal structure
and morphology, systematic botany, the phanerogamic natural orders, monographic studies, botanical history and medical and economic botany.
This department possesses an herbarium which
contains a large number of botanical specimens
thai are used to illustrate the lectures.
The school of social sciences, with its ten professors, comprises three departments, one of
sociology, another of economics, and a third of
political science. In the first department the
student listens to lectures on sociology in general,
the social being, society in the concrete, domestic
society, civil or national society, international,
universal and religious society, particular, civil
and religious associations and social systems.
with discussions of sciences preliminary and auxiliary to sociology. In the second department he
is made conversant with private and public economics, statistics, capital and labor and their reciprocal relations, money, credit, commerce,
transportation, interest and usury, investments,
public revenue, pauperism, crime, ami communism and socialism ; while in the third department
he is informed regarding all things that pertain to
political science, such as constitutional law, legislation, the judiciary and executive powers, suffrage, political parties, administrativelaw. finance,
monopolies, municipal governments, international
law and diplomacy.
The law department has
courses of lectures on thirty-four different subjects, and there are sixteen groups of elective
courses for students who wish to devote themselves to special branches of the legal profession.
There are junior, senior, masters' and doctors'
courses, and students may entci this department
at any time to pursue any special course they may
wish to take. The institute of technology, which
has seven professors, aims at preparing students
for careers in civil, electrical and mechanical engineering, and it has four courses of instruction
covering those arts.
The Catholic University enters this month on its
eighth academic year. It is, consequently, but
yet in its infancy, as has been already remarked.
Vet from the foregoing cursory and incomplete
survey of the course of studies followed in its
several schools, the reader can not fail to get a
gratifying insight into the excellent work it is
doing in the cause of higher education. The
student who faithfully and conscientiously follows
any of these courses, whether it lie in the divinity,
the philosophical, the social science, the law or
the technological school, must necessarily gain a
large, profound and thorough knowledge of the
subjects he studies, and, wdiat is better still, he
leaves the University with habits of scientific
thought formed within him, and he is well equipped
to pursue further studies by himself; ami this,
after all. is the best part of any education. The
University has ten endowed chairs the divinity
school possesses nine, and the school of philosophy
one, scholarships. It is governed by an executive
board of six members. Its affairs are administered
by a directorate of seventeen, six of whom are
archbishops, seven bishops, one clergyman, and
the remaining three laymen. Its faculty comprises
twenty-six professors ; it has four special lecturers, three fellows, and affiliated with it are three
colleges, conducted by the Paulist. the Marist
and the Holy Cross Fathers, and one theological
seminary, that of St. Paul, Minnesota. (>nc
hundred and ten students attended its courses hist
year, fifty-five in the divinity, twenty-two in
the philosophical, twenty-one in the law, eight in
the technological and four in the social sciences
school. The scholastic year begins on Sept. '>\u25a0'>.
1896, and ends June 9, 1897. There are two recesses during that period, one at Christmas and
another at Easter; and Thanksgiving, Washington's birthday and Memorial Day are observed as
holidays by lioth faculty and students.

;
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CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN
FOREIGN LANDS.

Rome, Sept. 7, 1896.
The measures taken by the Board of Health,
and published by the Syndic, in regard to the examination of the fruits and vegetables, sold either
in the city markets or at the street corners, have
gone far to diminish the death-record in Pome
this summer. Every morning an inspector, accompanied by two delegates from the Board of
Health, and, in case of need, by municipal guards,
has gone the rounds, carefully scrutinizing all the
fruits and vegetables and especially mushrooms,
truffles and the like, to make sure that they came
up to the required Standard of freshness, and making an equally careful inspection of the cleanliness of the places where they are sold. All overripe fruits or stale vegetables are publicly burned.
Every day a report of these inspections is transmitted to the Bureau of Hygiene, and once a
month a summary is published of all the work
done during that time. The fruit-venders are not
particularly sympathetic with this new departure,
but one could hardly expect that.
The Banco di Santo Spirito, which has suspended payment this summer, can hardly be called
a bank, in the modern sense of the term.
It was
administrative
office of
no more or less than the
founded
centuries
the hospital of Santo Spirito,
ago, with resources amply sufficient to provide
for its charitable work; but when Rome was made
the capital of the whole peninsula, and its population qualrupled, the original income of this pious
establishment became inadequate to the demands
on it. Consequently the municipality was obliged
to contribute to its support, and of course had a
share in the administration.
Here was the entering wedge for political manoeuvres, and when Home caught the building fever,
and it was found that there was no bank in the
city on which a credit-foncier could safely be
grafted, it occurred to the minister of finance to
use the Banco di San Spirito. For a while
that is, just as long as the builders could obtain
funds to carry on their work all went well, but
now the credit-foncier is bankrupt, anil the poor
hospital suffers. As a matter of justice, the Government should assume the losses, but it is not at
all probable that it will do so.
The Marchese di Rudini, whose wife died in a
private insane asylum last year, was married this
summer for the second time. His present wife,
who belongs 1o one of the oldest families of the
Piedmont nobility, was taken very ill in Rome
three years ago, and for ten months she was
nursed by the Sisters of Bon Secours, whose
mother-house is at Troyes, in France. In grateful remembrance of their devotion to her, she
wished to Ik- married in the chapel of their convent. The service was performed by the chaplain
attached to the convent. Only the Sisters, the
witnesses, and four or five invited guests, were
present. After the ceremony, a light collation
was served by the Sisters, and later the bridal
party took breakfast at the house of the Marchese.
The civil ceremony was performed at the Capitol
in the evening. King I'mberto sent the Marchesa
a gorgeous bracelet set with sapphires and diamonds. The members of the Cabinet sent I wo
large Sevres vases. The Marchese di Rudini is
fifty-six years old, and a well-preserved man for
his age. He is not so strong a man as Crispi. but
he has more tact.
The first subscription towards the gift which
the Italian people present to his Holiness, in acknowledgment of his act of charity in behalf of
the Abyssinian prisoners, amounts to twenty-live
thousand lire.
In the last number of an Abyssinian journal,
the official organ of the Emperor Meoelik, a letter
?
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appeared which is rather interesting. "The war
is ended," says the writer, "Heaven be praised !
Wc thank God and St. Nicholas, the protector of
Adowa. It is not true that the war will begin
again in the fall. Both Russia and France assure
us that the Italians are in favor of peace, and
willing to agree to the renewal of our former
boundaries. And we wish for nothing better than
to live on terms of peace with them. Has Alula
is the only man who is opposed to a peaceful settlement. He thought that the Kniperor should
have made more of his opportunities. Meanwhile
the state of affairs at Conna is improving. It
seems as if the right hand of the Almighty holds
up the city, and works miracles in its favor. But
a little while ago and everything was forlorn; no
sounds were heard but the groans of the wounded
and the howling of jackals and hyenas waiting to
pounce upon their prey. The streets were deserted ; the inhabitants had hidden themselves in
fear of their lives, and even the holy pictures
were left neglected. Now the people have come
back to their homes; the wounded are cared for
and consoled. The spirits of the soldiers are revived, the women sing as they work and the little
children tumble about in play. It will not be long
before Adowa will become a city of importance.
Two-thirds of the soldiers have been sent home ;
four thousand of them have departed within the
last three daj's. One may buy in our shops the
prettiest things for a mere song: weapons of
every kind, clothing, shoes, kitchen utensils, all
captured from the Italians. Our booty was so
abundant that these things cost almost nothing;
even a poor man has a chance to adorn his hut
with the trophies of our victory. Shoes are in
great demand, for wc arc making gigantic strides
towards that civilization which demands that a
man shall cover his feet, insteadof exposing them.
The pretty pictures that we find for sale are, so
far as I can make out, that queer paper money
which the Italians use when they are at home, for
want of the good jingling coins that we have.
Beside these pretty pictures, we find others representing old men and women, the parents and
wives of the Italian soldiers, and never one of
them too ugly to find a purchaser. Our men buy
them to carry home to their wives and children
for curiosities." The Choans seem to have a certain sense of humor.
General Foreign Notes.

An important manuscript of Bossuet has been
discovered in the library of St. Sulpice. A second treatise of the Flats d'oraison " has been
exhumed by M. Levesque from a quarter where it
was least expected. It seems that it was bound, by
mistake, in the same volume with the first treatise
on the same subject. It is now supposed that this
manuscript was bought in 1837, and afterwards
misplaced and forgotten. In 1871 the library
was turned literally upside down, and it was not
until fifteen years later that the scattered signatures of this treatise were found. Then it was
that the librarian in charge of the binding, not
suspecting the importance of this treatise, had it
bound together with the first treatise. When M.
Levesque, in collating the volume, discovered the
manuscript, he never doubted for a moment that
it was the unpublished treatise of which Bossuet
himself had spoken, but which was believed to
have been lost. It is now proposed that the
manuscript shall be published in full. It will fill
an octavo volume of three hundred pages.
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of various parishes, Champ de la Pierre, FresneyIc-Sanison, Notre Damedes Planches?everywhere
beloved and respected. While in the last-named
parish, where his memoryis still fondly cherished,
he became so Infirm that he was obliged to return
to Boulogne, where his family lived. Here inactivity was so irksome to him that he could not
refrain from working in the parish church, and
lending his aid to :i nourishing charitable institution in the place. After he had recovered his
hearth Cardinal Guibert offered him the vicariate
of St. .lean, and after a few years of laborious
and faithful ministry in ibis quarter of theMarais
he was called to the curacy of Antony. Here his
parish consisted chiefly of the leisure class. He
remained here for seven years, loved and venerated by the whole community. In lKK'.i he was
obliged to leave his dear Antony, for liourg-laReine, where he was, as usual, welcomedwith joy.
Wherever he went, he was simply worshipped.
His high breeding, the elegance of his manners,
never for a moment concealed from view the good
and holy priest.
As soon as he was settled in Bourg-la-Keine, he
devoted himself heart and soul to enlarging anil
improving the parish church. Not only his incessant labor, but the greater part of his fortune,
was spent upon this work. It seemed sad that
he was not permitted to see the completion of the
task he had set himself to perform. His last illness was very brief. The lirst symptoms of the
attack showed themselves on the --'Tth of .lime and
on the 4th of duly he was lying in his grave.
lamented by all who knew him.

An eye-witness sends the following description
of the celebration of the fete of Corpus Christi at
Tananarivein Madagascar. "Yesterday the annual procession of the Fete-Dieu was the most
beautiful manifestation of faith and love for the
adorable Eucharist.
Hundreds of Christians
from the surrounding country, many of them
walking from four to seven hours, came to join
the Catholics of Tananarive. In order thai the
piety of these zealous pilgrims might be rewarded
the procession had been postponed until noonday.
At an earlier hour, we should have had a great
number of soldiers. If the procession could have
started immediately after Mass, one of the colonels told MonsignorCazet that the wholeregiment
would have joined it. About sixty officers and a
good many of the soldiers attend the eight o'clock
Mass every morning.
"At Monsignor Cazet's request General Yoyron
suspended the order that forbids the soldiers to
leave their regiment between the hours of 10 a. h.
and \u25a0> v. If., so we had the consolation of
seeing several officers and men salute the King of
Peace as He was borne along. The procession,
leaving the church at Mahainasina, marched
around the great lake that lies below the city,
and returned by the square where the natives
celebrate their national feasts. Our three or four
thousand Christians defiled between two compact
rows of spectators, Protestants and others, all of
Many
whom preserved a respectful attitude.
spectators enjoyed the edifying sight from the
windows, balconies and roofs of the houses. It
was nearly two o'clock when we reached the
magnificent repository which had been built and
adorned with brilliant tropical (lowers and lights
just in front of the church from which we had
started. Here Monsignor t'azct, forgetting his
fatigue and the intense beat of the weather, addressed the multitude, congratulating, thanking
andencouraging them to persevere in good works."

A mi in beloved priest, the Ablie Charles Alexandre, died on the feast of the Visitation, a few
hours after receiving the Holy Viaticum. His
funeral, which took place on the fourth of July, *»\u2666_>'
was attended by great numbers of the clergy, religious, and the faithful from every class of *"*?>
society. Ordained a priest in 1855, he was vicar

The REVIEW, the leading Catholic
paper of New England, and the " Catholic V_#**
World," the best of the Catholic monthlies,
can be secured tor a year by any one who s^*S.
sends $4 to this office.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS.
In the Fifteenth Century.
Joseph Walter Wilstaeh contributes to the current Catholic World a short paper entitled "Germany in the Fifteenth Century," which is in the
nature of a review of certain leading features of
Janssen's great "History of the German People
at the Close of the Middle Ages." Mr. Wilstaeh
points out that this German historian dwells with
pardonable pride on the development of the art of
printing in Germany during the period which his
work treats of, and he pointedly says that although we know the fact, we are apt to forget the
great achievements which the German printers accomplished in the days before the Reformation,
when they gave to the world one hundred editions
of the Bible, many editions of the classics and the
Fathers of the Church, of the poets whose praises
were then on every lip, and of prayer-books and
works of devotion : in other words, such a har"
vest of intellectual food as a great and intelligent
population, on its march to the fuller daylight of
modern civilization, would naturally desire and
demand." He also calls attention to the fact that
during the fifteenth century free schools nourished
in Catholic Germany according to Janssen's showing. " A study of the principles and work of the
Brethren of the Social Life ?an organization
which honeycombed Germany in the fifteenth century"? he writes, "would not be without profit
to the modern Catholic world, with its advanced
ideas. With them the formation of a Christian
character was the basis of all education. Their
schools were free; and at Deventer, in 1500, the
number of students reached twenty-two hundred.
Many great men received the elements of education from these zealous teachers ; and Hcgius. one
of the greatest of these in learning, in piety and
in charity, held as a fundamental principle that all
'
learning gained at the expense of religion is only
pernicious.'" In architecture, in sculpture and in
painting Germany of the fifteenth century, according to Jansscn. as Mr. Wilstaeh shows, also
excelled, and the statement is made that so
many beautiful places of worship as were then
built could not have been erected had not the
people been imbued with a strong spirit of Christian piety and devotion. Of the causes which led
to the Reformation it is asserted that these evils
were not, as Protestants and infidels would
leach, the logical outgrowth of Catholicity: they
were a violation of and a sacrilege upon it: and
if they had not existed in spite of a vigorous
Catholicity. Protestantism and its sister infidelities
would have found no soil there in which to strike
their roots."

SAO RED

inns to hold the see, was an unwavering advocate
of ultramontane claims." In proof of this latter
statement, Mr. Floyd points to the successful efforts wdiich St. Wilfrid made to have the Roman
date for the observance of Faster adopted in
Britain, basing his argument on the fact that it
was the duty of all Catholics "to conform to the
decision of the most blessed Prince of the Apostles, to whom Our Lord said I will give thee the
keys of the kingdom of heaven,'" an argument
that convinced his opponents, among (hem King
Oswy, who said that he did not wish to be in antagonism with the holder of those keys lest when
I come to the gales of the kingdom of heaven
there should be none to open them, he being my
adversary who is proved to have the keys." Other
proof that Papal supremacy was then acknowledged in Britain are, Mr. Floyd says, to be seen
in the appeals which St. Wilfrid made to Rome,
first, when Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury,
without his consent, divided the York diocese,
and again, in (197. when he was expelled from his
see, on both of which appeals he was sustained.
and in both cases Rome's decision was accepted
by his opponents.
?

"

The Pope's Supreme Authority.
Mr. Floyd gives us another evidence of the
recognition of the Pope's supreme spiritual
authority in Britain, in the deposition from the
see of York, and the acceptance by the clergy and
faithful of the archdiocese of his decision, of
St. William, notwithstanding that he had been
nominated by the king and consecrated by the
Papal legate. This saintly prelate, after his consecration, went to Rome to ask for the pallium,
but the Sovereign Pontiff, acting on the advice of
St. Bernard, instead of granting him the pallium,
deposed him and wrote to the chapter of York to
elect a new archbishop. When the chapter were
unable to agree, says Mr. Floyd. once again the
"
voice of St. Peter's successor was heard settling
the claims of the rival candidates and consecrating Henry of Fountains for the archbishopric" ;
and he adds that when his own nomination and
consecration were disregarded, St. William "did
not for one moment assert anything so unheard-of
as the superior authority of his royal appointment, nor did he question the right of the Pope to
fill the sec as he had done." Towards the end of
his valuable article, Mr. Floyd tells us how the
Catholics of fork stood bravely, though ineffectually, against the king's reformation; describes
the days of martyrdom that followed, and devotes
a paragraph to the death of the saintly Margaret
Clitheroe, who was martyred under circumstances
of the most fiendish brutality. The concluding
sentence of his paper is this: "Three hundred
years have
passed since Margaret Clitheroe's
lime, and now once again many of those who worship in the old minster are turning Roniewards
with the conviction that only by submission to the
apostolic see can they recover that unity of faith
lost to them at the Reformation, and there arc
grounds to justify the hope that the Mass shall
An English Cathedral.
be heard within its walls, and that once
again
very
scholarly
paper,
A
and valuable
" York again the
people assembled therein shall lie bidden
Minster and Its Associations." appears in this 'to
pray for Christ's holy Catholic Church, and
magazine from the pen of J. Arthur Floyd, who for the Pope, its supreme head on earth.' "
begins his article with giving a succinct account
of the foundation of York, of the visit which St.
A Christian Socialist.
Augustine, in the sixth century, paid to Kent, and
Rev. I*'. X. McGowan, (). S. A., contributes to
of the consecration of St. Paulinns as bishop, this issue of the Catholic, World an excellent paper
wdio, in accordance with the papal mandate, made on Viscount dc Melun, whom he terms a great
York the scat of his see. Mr. Floyd dwells at Christian socialist. lather McCowan is peculiarly
length on the fact that the annals of York demon- fitted to write on his subject, as he attended, three
strate that Papal supremacy was acknowledged by yearsago, (he golden jubilee, which was celebrated
its prelates and people from the very beginning of in the basilica at Montmartre, in Paris, of the
It was from Pope Honoits Christian history.
Work of the Apprentices and Young Workmen,"
rius that St. Paulinns, the first metropolitan of one of Viscount dc Ileum's greatest achievements
York, received the pallium, and it was to this and successes. He gives a short sketch of ihc
archbishop that the successor of Archbishop Jus- VisCOnnt, in which he tells us how he was diverted
tus of Canterbury came, in the seventh century, by Providence from the legal profession to flic
in compliance with the Papal regulation, for con- great work of charity to which he devoted the best
secration. The doctrine of Papal supremacy, we years of his life; and describes the part which
are told in another place. is writ deep on the Sister Rosalie Rendu, of the order of Charity, had
face of the annals of York. The minster is dedi- in shaping his benevolent career. We are told the
cated to St. Peter, and along Petergate ' we pass manner in which Viscount dc Melun went to work
to its west front.
St. Wilfrid, next after Paul- to counteract the baneful effects of the revolution,
??

??

??

?
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first, by establishing a society for succoring and

aiding poor and neglected children, then by founding, with the assistance of the Christian Brothers,
the Work of the Apprentices, and supplementing
thai with a somewhatsimilar association in behalf
of working girls. His legislative labors are also
mentioned, by which he secured the passage of
bills affecting the freedom of education and public
charities, as well as laws concerning hospitals and
hospices, marriages"of indigent persons, judiciary
assistance, public baths, unhealthy dwellings and
many other matters of interest to the whole community, until the coup d'etatof l*. >i put an end to
his parliamentary career, and set him free to devote his energies to his benevolent societies and
their advancement. Father McCowan refers to
the remarkable prophecy which this Christian
socialist made in 1859, when, in a work which lie
wrote on the Roman question, he foretold that the
French revolutionists would one day demand the
spoliation of the Holy See, advancing the flimsiest
of reasons as an excuse to attack the Papal
dominions, until city after city would lie taken and
the Pope be imprisoned in Rome. He holds up
the Viscount as a splendid example for wealthy
Catholics, and pointedly asks why some of those
fortunate individuals do not take up the work of
safeguarding the lives and religion of young working men in our large cities, than whom, hesays. I here
is no class that stands more in need of the guiding
hand of religion, inasmuch as our parochial and
literary societies do not reach a tithe of them, and
the majority of them grow op catching religious
impressions as they may. while the inducements
of the saloons, the dance halls and other pernicious
resorts combine to lead them astray.

r

Cardinal Manning's Biographer.
Rev. John Talbot-Smith reviews Pure-ell's
"Life of Manning" in the September Fmum.
His verdict of that work is that it is both defective
and inconclusive. As a biography it has scarcely
a trace of the Cardinal, he says, save in the extracts it <jives of his letters and writings. It poitrays " not the Manning of the Vatican Council,
or of the great strike in London, but the Manning
of the bath-tub, where greatness disappears in the
healthful but ridiculous pastime of washing the
human skin. It is a portrait of littleness and
meanness." Father Smith finds the reasons of
Purcell's failure in three circumstances : He undertook a task that was too large for him: he worked
on a sound principle, but he made the worst possible use of it, and the environment of his subject
was too much for him. He finds numerous inaccuracies in Mr. Purcell's work, "such as the
statement that Manning's advocacy of the doctrine
of infallibility made him archbishop, that he destroyed the strength of the English episcopate,
that the Jesuits looked upon him as a renegade in
the matter of the temporal power, and that Manning the philanthropist grew out of Manning the
politician deposed by Leo XIII." The facts are
exactly the opposite. Father Smith truly asserts,
and pioves by a recital of those facts, which are
matters of public knowledge.
The reverend reviewer devotes no small portion of his paper to
setting forth in their true character certain incidents in Cardinal Manning's career and certain
qualities of his mind that have lieen misrepresented, such as the manner of his conversion, his
appointment to the Westminster See, his championship of the Holy See. his work in liehalf of the
Catholic body in England, his personal character,
the part he look in the Vatican Council, his attitude towards Cardinal Newman this Father
Smith calls Manning's greatest mistake?and
sonic other matters. He claims that Mr. Purcell's
work fails lamentably in its treatment of these
things, merely hinting at most of them, without
conveying any correct in formal ion. "The book,
however." he says in conclusion.
helps to confirm the old conclusion, at which so many observers
had long ago arrived that Manning was the greatest churchman of his day.and the most splendid
figure which English Christianity has given the
world in five centuries. And indirectly it helps
lo a new one: that he was very much greater than
he or his contemporaries suspected; otherwise he
would not have chosen his own biographer, and
Mi. Purcell would not have dared to compose what
the majority of Catholic Americans will call ' his
voluminous libel.'"
?
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Religous Instruction.

Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, Skit. 20.
Seventeenth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle.
Fphesians iv, l-(>; Gospel, St. Matthew xxii,
35?46. Today the Church calls upon her children
to compassionate with the mother of (Jod in the
seven great sorrows which she experienced during
her lifetime here on earth. -Those sorrows, or
dolors, were occasioned at the timeof the prophecy
of holy Simeon, at the period of the flight into
Egypt, when the Child-Jesus was lost to his parents for three days, at the carrying of the cross,
at the time of the crucifixion, when the dead
Christ was taken down from the rood whereupon
he had expiated the sins of the world, and at the
time of his entombment. It is not difficult to
imagine the intense grief the Blessed Virgin must
have felt on these several occasions. Albeit she
was aware of all the predictions made regarding
her divine .Son, when she heard Simeon declare
them anew in the prophecy he uttered in the
Temple a special sorrow seized upon her tender
heart for the reason that his sufferings and death
were then brought vividly before her andremained
fixed in her mind so that, as one spiritual writer
has said,
wdiether she pressed him to her lips,
or swathed his infant limbs, or fed him with her
virginal milk, or bore him in her arms, she ever
beheld him pierced and agonizing on the cross."
Likewise must she have been sensibly and vividly
grieved when she was forced to fly with her Son
from the fury of Herod into the distant land of
Egypt; when for three days, later on, she, with
St. Joseph, full of anxiety and fears, searched for
Jesus in the streets and public places of
Jerusalem, questioning all whom they encountered
if they had seen him ; and what wordscan portray
the greatness of the sorrow that filled her heart
when she stood beneath the cross whereupon her
Son had been affixed by the Jews 1 Speaking of
the last act in the crucifixion, the piercing of the
Saviour's side with the lance, the writer already
quoted from declares : Here the pain was entirely
hers. Jesus then received the blow, but Mary
the pain. The lance struck the lifeless body of
Jesus Christ, but Mary's living heart felt it. The
spear that opened the side of the Son opened the
mother's heart, and opened it so cruelly that many
of the Fathers do not hesitate to affirm that this
was the sword foretold by the aged Simeon." And
all this unspeakablesorrow was renewed when the
Blessed Virgin saw her Son detached from the
cross, with the cruel wounds in his hands and
feet, his sacred body showing the marks of the
stripes that had been inflicted upon him, and his
brows bearing the bloody traces of the thorny
crown that had been pressed upon his divine head.
It was renewed again andredoubled when the saddened mother beheld the preparations made for
entombment of the dead Christ and felt that she
was to be deprived of the mournful consolation of
gazing longer upon the body of her dearly lieloved Son. The Church has always held in due
regard and veneration these seven great sorrows
of the mother of Cod. The great ecclesiastical
writers of ail ages have dwelt upon them and portrayed them over and over again in vivid language
for the edification of the faithful : but it was not
until a certain sect of fanatics began to destroy
representations of the Blessed Virgin as the
Mother of Sorrows that the Church instituted the
special feast which we are called upon to keep today. Originally instituted for a single German
province in the fifteenth century, Benedict XIII.,
in 1725, extended the feast to the States of the
Church, fixing its date for the Friday following
Passion Sunday; and Pius VII., in 1814, without
disturbing that feast, instituted a second one in
honor of Mary's Seven Dolors, decreeing that it
should be kept by the whole Church on the third
Sunday of September.
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DIVINE PROVIDENCE.

Sunday.

of my heart, I pray thee to love those who
do not love thee, to open to those who do not
knock, and to cure those who not only take
pleasure in being sick, but who even labor to increase their malady. Thou didst come upon earth
to seek sinners; behold them, my God, the real
sinners. Listen only to thy mercy and thy clemency
and save them. St. Teresa.
(Jod

?

Monday.

The habit of mind, which I will call the Catholic
spirit, has five signs or rules, which will be found
in a true Catholic student. They are loving submission to the Church, devotion to the saints,
deference to theologians, fear and suspicion of
novelty, and mistrust of self.? Cardinal Manning.

Tuesday.

If there is anything that can render the soul
c*alm, dissipate its scruples, and dispel its fears,

sweeten its sufferings by the anointing of love,
impart strength to it in all its actions, and spread
abroad the joy of the Holy Spirit in its countenance
and words, it is a simple, free, and child-like repose in the arms of God. Fenki.on.
?

Wednesday.

The will is the home of the affections. It is the
seat of that divine gift, love, which keeps the

affections turned on Cod and on the neighbor for
God's sake. It is the furnace of that heavenly
fire which, fanned by faith, and fed by all the
forces of religion, shoots upw ards to him who enkindled it and, gainingnew strength in his embrace,
sweeps down and out over land and water, clasping in its bright red arms friends and enemies
without distinction, every child of Adam, from
him who sits in the chair of Peter, sending blessings to the nations, to the savage in the jungle
voraciously feeding on quivering Christian flesh.
Such a faculty needs care, supreme care. Willculture ispre-eminently the greatwork of education.
Bright intellects in myriads have gone down to
hell, a good will never. Archbishop Feehan.
r

?

Thursday.

It is as hard not to forgive a man we have hated
when he is dead as it is to love a man who hates
us, while alive.
How will my last day find me struggling in
vain for more of this mortal life, or yearning for
life eternal?
?

Friday.

Sorrow is not given to us alone that we may
mourn. It is given to us that, having felt, suffered,
wept, we maybe able to understand, love and bless.
Do not indulge in a spirit of ridicule. Between
sarcasm and offense there is but one, step.
You would not like to make a laughing-stock of
yourself, therefore do not make one of others.
Saturday.

Evil becomes an equally different thing; and,
when asking God each day to deliver him from
evil, the Christian only asks to be delivered from
all that could deprive him of that eternal happiness
which is the only real, pure, and unchangeable
good. Suffering, tears, and the thousand troubles
of this life are for him henceforth but the just
punishment of sin. Religion teaches him that
these inevitable trials are but transient afflictions,
designed by his loving Father in heaven to prove
his fidelity, to purify him from his faults, to render him more like his crucified Saviour, and to
cause him to merit a still greater happiness in his
eternal home. By the help of religion he bears
them with patience, sometimes even with joy, and
loves the Fatherly hand which strikes only to save.
Be a Christian, and you will comprehend
Providence. If you arc not a Christian, you can
understand nothing that relates to God, to man,
to human life, to all that surrounds you. If, sometimes, amongst your trials and delusions, there
arises in your heart some murmur, some doubt, of
God's Providence; if you are tempted to ask why
there are so many inequalities of condition in this
present life ; why this man is born poor, and that
one rich; why so much trouble and affliction for
some, and so much prosperity for others ; why this
man should be in such a place, and yourself in
another; why the rigor of the seasons; why the
privations of poverty; why this want of fortune,
of health, when health and fortune would be so
beneficial to you; why this guilty man should go
unpunished, and this righteous man be overwhelmed
by trouble; why the beneficent man should lie
taken away by death, whilst the wicked man remains ; remember eternity, think of Jesus Christ
crucified there lies the solution of the problem !
God is patient because he is eternal. He rewards by the fleeting prosperity of the world the
little good which may be done by this wicked man,
this great sinner, who shall reap in a terrible
eternity the punishment he deserves. And, as
regards the righteous, accounted by the world unfortunate, God is causing them to expiate by
short affliction those faults which are inseparable
from human weakness, whilst he prepares for
them an eternal crown by which their virtue shall
be everlastingly rewarded. Eternity is the
justification of Divine Providence. It is by the
measure of eternity that we must judge all that
happens to us in this world. In any other way
it is, we repeat, impossible that we should understand any of the designs of God. All that God
does is well done, and if he permit evil, it is always
for the sake of a greater good.
?

:

forswIstiWuhadaeof,ylw
t hich

neither wisdom nor justice is of any worth?

Oh, that we could think of God as we do of a Fortitude is not of the body, but is a constancy
friend, as one who iinfeignedly loves us even more of
soul; wherewith we are conquerors in righteous-

than we do ourselves.
Tobe too near anyone thing?that is fanaticism.
It is the eclipse of God's great heavens in favor
of our tallow candle.

ness, patiently bear all adversities, and in prosperity are not puffed up. This fortitude he lacks
who is overcome by pride, anger, greed, drunkenness, and the like. Neither have they fortitude
who when in adversity make shift to escape at
Monday, Sept. 21.
their souls' expense; wherefore the Lord saith,
St. Matthew, Apostle and Evangelist.
"Fear not those who kill the body, but can not
Skit.
\
u
25a0>?>.
kill the soul." In like manner those who are
Tuesday,
and
Confessor.
Villanova,
St. Thomas of
Bishop
puffed up in prosperity and abandon themselves
to excessive joviality can not be called strong.
Wednesday, Skit. ?_'\u25a0">.
For how can they be called strong who can not
St. Linus, Pope and Martyr.
hide and repress the heart's emotion? Fortitude
Thursday, Skit. 21.
is never conquered, or if conquered, is not fortitude.
Feast of the Blessed Virgin <!<> Mercede.
St. Bruno.
Friday, Skit. 2-~>.
«
Of the Feria.
for
the
dead
is often but unconscious
grief
Our
we have caused them
Skit.
26.
remorse
for
the
unhappiness
Sati RDAY,
living.
while
Conception.
Office of thu Immaculate
?
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to posterity."

ONLY A WOMAN SLAIN.
It was only a woman slain
lly the drunken frenzied hand
01 one who bad pledged to protect her
By love's divine command.
It was only an item of news
(Whocares for the woman slain/)
And the world goes ou unheeding
or pain.

It is only a home destroyed
And children outcast and lost.
Yet pause for a moment and think
What this sinful traffic cost.
Three thousand women are slain
Each year in this Christian land,
And the callows claims its due
By justice's stern demand.

Pause

as the days go by.
There's a hundred thousand lives
Given eacli year on this altar of sin?
A human sacrifice.
And the land is sad with broken hearts.
The nation stands in dishonor,
History records with shame
This stain that rests upon her.

Oh, Lord, hast thou forsaken,
Thou who art strong to save?
Oil, touch men's hearts with pity
And make them true and brave
Brave to tight thy battle
Until the right they win
And bear thy cross triumphantly
In every strife with sin !

?

-^-

WHAT

IS

A

HEART REVIEW.

low life, and it portends the direst consequences

Temperance.

Another's sorrow

SACKED

DRUNKARD?

"What is a drunkard? I have gone through
the whole creation that lives," said Archbishop
lllathorne, '"and I find nothing in it like the
drunkard. The drunkard is nothing but the
drunkard. There is no other thing in nature to
which he can be likened. The drunkard is a selfmade wretch who has depraved cravings of the
throat of his body until he has sunk his soul so
far that it is lost in his flesh, and has sunk
his very flesh lower beyond comparison than
thai of the animals which serve him. He is a
self-degraded creature whose degradation is made
manifest to every one but himself; a sclfmiserable being who, while he is insensible to his
own misery, afflicts every one around him or belonging to him with misery. The drunkard is let
loose upon mankind like some foul, ill-boding and
noxious animal, to pester, torment and disgust
everything that reasons or feels, while the curse
of Cod hangs over his place and the gates of
heaven are closed against him. Drunkenness is
never to be found alone: never unaccompanied
by some horrid crimes, if not by a wicked crowd
of them. Co to the house of the drunkard, consider his family, look at his affairs, listen to the
sounds that proceed from the house of drunkenness and the house of infamy as you pass. Survey the insecurity of the public highways and of
the streets at night. Go to till' hospitals, to the
house of charity, and the bed of wretchedness.
Enter the courts of justice, the prison, and the
C
leinned cell. Look at the bagged features
of the ironed criminal. Ask all these why they
exist to distress you, and you will everywhere be
answered by tales and recitals of the effects of
drunkenness. And the miseries and the vices
and the sorrows and the scenes of suffering that
have harrowed up your soul, were almost without
exception either prepared by drinking or were undergone foi procuring the means of satisfying
this vice and the vices which spring from it."
«\u2666.

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
Is a recent issue of the North American Beview, Mary A. Livermore says:"It is the most
serious and widespread evil of our time, the
drunkenness of husbands, alike in high life and

Of the working men who have won their way to
the British house of commons, only one was not
an abstainer.
The arehdiocesan societies will take part in
the parade that is to take place in Lawrence on
Father Mathews's day.

POVERTY and drunkenness act and react on each
other. Both cause ignorance and disease, parents
of all vice and unhappiness.

The Karl of Carlisle has given a practical illustration of his belief in the drink evil by destroying the contents of his famous wine cellar.

Vice-President Stevenson's daughter has put
herself on record as one of the practical temperance women of the country.
At her wedding
feast she prohibited the presence of wine and other
intoxicants.
A vkai; ago no less than forty-three total abstinence mayors were elected in England. Twenty
of these were entertained recently by the lord
mayor of London and gave their testimony to the
benefits of totalabstinence.
A Kaffir maiden when visiting England was
asked what she most wanted for her own country.
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Friendly Hints.
ALL ABOUT BLUNDERS.

Distressing to the last degree, though happily
rare in the least uncivilized sections of our advanced civilization, is the physical awkwardness
which loses control of its limbs, or forgets where
they are when it enters a friend's drawing-room,
and announces its arrival with the crash of falling
china and a shower of the debris of much cherished
bric-a-brac, says a writer in the Catholic Universe.
But terribly common amongst us and far more destructive, though less noisily evident, is the moral
awkwardness which llounders in serene unconsciousness among its friend's susceptibilities, beliefs,
aspirations and aims, or thrusts itself with only
too conscious importance in the midst of their
misfortunes, their misunderstandings, their endeavors or their achievements?iarrin<r, gratiii".
crushing, demolishing, ?all unwittingly tearing
open scarcely healed wounds, reviving smouldering
grievances and kindling fresh ones, creating discords which prevent the note of perfect fellowship
from ever again ringing true?snapping the fragile
sprigs of administration by clumsy handling of
their delicate mechanism, entangling complications beyondpossibility of unravelment by rampant
olliciousni ss amongst their intricacies, soiling for
ever the purity of a cherished ideal by kicking up
the dust of commonplace satire or the mud of

She replied :
Let us be treated at home as
here, not as cattle, but as human. Ixd us have
schools where we can be taught useful arts. Let connnonplace burlesque.
Conscious that your discourse is the life of the
us have free education and lake away the drink."
conversation and engrossed with the force of your
It is said that the wage-earners of the United arguments and their well-turned phraseology, you
States annually pay $(100,0H0,000 for liquor ?a
bring them home to your hearers by a linn rap of
sum so large that if it were saved for a few years,
your list upon the table beside you. The gesture
and properly invested, a fund would lie created is
harmless enough in itself and probably achieves
that, under wise management, would render destiits purpose of rousing the attention of your sometution among the poor of this country forever imwhat somnolent audience. But it docs more.
possible.
The vibration shivers a delicate china vase which
Think of the offence and insult offered daily in your self-absorption you had not noticed and
through drink to God, who suffered thirst for us; mars its transparent beauty forever.
And the
who waits in the tabernacles of our churches; chance, unreflecting word, the phrase in a letter
while in the saloon across the street or around the imperfectly pondered, the racy narrative wilfully
corner men whom he has made in his own image persisted in. the ruthless formation into words of
and likeness degrade their Cod-given reason be- what silence alone can express?the ill-timed consolation, the unsolicited advice, the superfluous
low the level of the brute.
criticism?do all the more deadly damage because
Tiik St. Aloysius' T. A. B. society of New
their results are rarely immediate or tangible and
Haven, Conn., has appointed a committee to comonly liecome apparent when they have reached
plete arrangements for a series of open meetings
proportions at which no reparative efforts can
to lie held in their hall during the fall and winter
overtake or arrest their development.
months. The first one will be given on the third SunThe really aggravating thing about the generday evening in September. Addresses on total abality of blunders is that when not originating in
stinence will be given, interspersed with songs and (he most
irritating thoughtlessness, they arc almost
recitations.
alwaysinspired by the most deliberately excellent
A TOTAt abstinence society is a factor for doing motives?that is. the very lies! possible motives
a great deal of good, says the C. T. A. News. It
consistent with the menial and moral conforms*
should be closely allied with the clergy of the ti
f their author. They are the cul-de-sac of
parish. It should have their encouragement in all those good intentions thai have missed the
all undertakings. It should be the most prominent right tinning and. 100 feeble to continue to their
and active body, and strive to be worthy of con- goal, have broken down by the way and turned
tinued mentioning on the part of the clergy. It into a side alley to rest.
If hell lie, as an old
should stand ready to assist in all Church under- saving assures us, paved with good intentions
takings.
altogether unfulfilled, the limbo of blunderhmd is
Tin; field-day of the C. T. A. societies at peopled with the pale grotesque ghosts of those
Worcester on Labor Day was a great success. abortive good intentions which were but partially
Some sixty societies, representing 5,000 men, or imperfectlycarried out. And this is the secret
took part in the parade and attended the games. of their irresistible power of irritation. If the
On the eve of Labor Day a public meeting was blunderer meant to blunder, he would not really
held in Mechanics' Hall. Rev. Doctor Conaty be half so exasperating, because he would have
presided, and the hall was crowded to its utmost achieved the end he set before him. But as it is,
Music was furnished by a double he meant bo do one thing and he did another, and
capacity.
quartet of male voices selected from the Catholic there is an impotence about the performance that
choirs of the city. Addresses were made by .1. is maddening and makes us fifty limes angrier
Washington Logue of Philadelphia, vice-presi- because it disarms OUT resentments a> good Chrisdent of the National C. T. A. Y. ; Peter F. Wood tians, since charity, if it judges at all, is required
of Fitchburg; R. 11. Mooney. principal of the to look to the motive and not the result.
Quinsigamond grammar school; the Rev. D. F.
hwmTaapesonrisnctmlprance hould
Feehan of Fitchburg, the Kcv. Doctor Conaty and
not keep them in the dark.
Congressman Flijah A. Morse.
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and men and women and horses and cattle to grade, but we are having a vacation now. My teacher's
kick up a dust on the earth, the sun would name is Miss Wright. We have studied about birds,
about the blue-jay and golden bird. Thsreare two trees
glare at us out of a hard, black background and
in my yard and in a nest I saw eggs. I go to St.. MatUNCLE JACK TALKS
the stars would be there all day as well as all thew's Church. Our pastor's
name is Father Powers.
WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS. night. .lust think how hard it would be on our
Neli.v I'ki.o.
eyes. lint, you see, everything is arranged in the
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
Nella has forgotten a very important part of
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Kkvikw, best possible way for us.
We have the soft her
letter. Can she guess what it is? I'ncle
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
suffused light for which our eyes are especially
.lack is sure she will remember to put the town and
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If yourparents or friends subscribe and get the badge adapted.
State, the day of the month and the year at the
This dust surrounds the earth like a great soft
for you, send in your name and be enrolled as a member,
head of her next letter. She should write soon
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if bandage a hundred miles thick. Each little par- again and tell
Uncle Jack all about Indian
you are not a Defender already.
ticle of dust in this big liquid-like bandage catches
Orchard
and
the
games
the children play.
give
We can not
badge and Manual for any special or a
particle of sunlight.
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
Hut you want to know why it is that sometimes
Mr. Vkknon, Ai.a., Aug. 24, 18!)ii.
(9'2) is paid to this office, direct.]
the sky is blue and less often red or yellow and Dear Uncle Jack :
I was very glad to see my letter in print this week. I
again almostwhite. It all depends on the size id' the do
What the School Bell Says.
not think I should like to be one of your little northpieces of dust,they say. The larger and heavier parern nieces, they have such a short vacation.
BY JAMBS BUCKHAM.
ticles remain near the earth, whileonly the smaller
You asked me to tell you the names of our southern
ami lighter ones rise up towardsthe outer edge of the wildllowers. I shall name a few that grow in our
It is wonderful what, unlike tliinuTbs school bell says in the boy when it riim.^l
atmospheric bandage. These smaller dust mites, woods. They are the daisy, the buttercup, lily, yellow
jasmine, sumac, white and blue violets, honeysuckle anil
For instance, Lhe laggard, who drags along
say the science men, catch the blue in the sunlight
ty-ty.
Ob his way to school, hears these sort of things:?
and allow the red and yellow to pass. Thus yoii
Mule girl \vher« are you?" is played something like
(Hi - scz
hum !
will often notice how intensely blue the sky seems hide and seek, the only difference is, every one hides
Why did I come?
Study till four
when you are up on a high mountain. Only the their eyes Imt one, the little girl who is tt> be found. We
play croipiet and lawn tennis, which are very nice
Hooks are a bore !
smaller particles of dust have risen up there. The also
games. Little Rogers Curry has a music box and every
(>! how I wish
larger particles catch the yellow and red rays.
time I go to play with him he says Jessie play music
I could run nil' and tish!
That accounts for our bright sunsets, perhaps. for Rogers. * Little Allison Curry is" very fond of me,
brook,
there's
the
See!
()ur part of the earth gets in a line
with the sun so and every time he sees me he laughs and wants me t»
Here's line and hook!
thai the rays are shining horizontally through the take him. Hoth of them are very cunning.
What's thai you say?
I have a cow; she has a little red calf. I call it Daisy.
Hurry up
eh?
atmosphere and so catching all the ooarse bits of
My sister Sara does the milking and every morning I
oh
ham ho!
dust that lie near the surface.
get up with her and go after the calf. While sister is
S'posc I must go!
When there are enough of these particles to- milking I catch the calf by the tail and she pulls me all
Study till four
gether they make white light. Perhaps you've over the yard and what fun I do have with her.
Books are a bore !
We feel very sad over the death of our beloved Bishop
been out in the country soma tine summer day and
the
who
loves
to
be
and
true.
boy
Then
faithful
Who does what his parents think best lie should do,
you've noticed how deeply blue the sky seemed, asd O'Sullivan, who died in Mobile on thj tenth of August.
Little Rogers Curry's grandfather, Mr. Rogers, used to
Ooines bravely along with satchel and books,
when you got back to the crowded city it seemed teach our Sunday-school, but he
has been sick aid had
The breeze in his whistle, the sun in his looks:
to have faded and was almost white.
That was to give it up; it is now taught by two young ladies. I
Anil these are the thoughts that -well up like a song
on account of the greater cpiantitie* of dust rising have a grandmother who is quite an old lady; she is
As he hears the old bell with its faithful ding-dong:?
from the city, because of its great factories and seventy-eight years old, and she is a great-grandmother.
Cling, clang, cling 1
I am learning to sew on the machine. I have made
I'm so glad I could sing !
workshops. Watch a man smoking a cigar sometwo gingham aprons. I am expecting my little
myself
so
blue,
Heaven
time and you'll see another illustration of that cousin up
to spend next monfti with me. Well, I fear
Duly to doI
peculiarity. You will notice that the wreath of my letter is getting long, so I shall close, hoping to see
Birds in the air.
smoke rising from the end of the cigar is blue, my letter in print.
Everything fair ??
Your little niece,
a
wdiile if the smoke is drawn through the cigar by
Kven boy
Kinds study a joy !
the smoker it becomes white. ,Thal is because, in
Uncle Jack will be'phased to receive a great
When hit work's done
being drawn through, the little particles of tobacco
I'm ready for fun ;
such long letters from Jessie and all the
many
dust have united and become large enough to
Keener my play
other young folks who can write so entertainingly.
absorb white light.
Kor the tasks of tin- ilay
The scientists are always trying to find out new Does Sister Sarah feel too big to write to I'ncle
Cling, clang, cling
Jack? Perhaps next time Jessie writes she will
I'm so glad I could sing!
things about this wonderful atmosphere, and per(he
describe
.Ml. Vernon. What sort of a place is it,
Bongs
which the two boys heard,
These are
haps if you small folks study very hard and learn
When the school bell was ringing word for word.
city,
village? Hasn't it historic associatown,
to lie quick observers, some one of you may
Which do you think was lhe truer son;:?
tions? What do strangers go to see first when they
sonic day make some great scientific discovery.
Which do you hear as you're trudging along?
There isn't the slightest danger of their finding visit Bit. Vernon? Is there a public library
Don't be a Laggard - far better, I say,
where Jessie and her sister may get books to read?
To work when you work, and play when you play.
out everything before your turn comes, you may
Jessie seems to live in the country and to have very
be sure.
The other day, when Uncle .lack was reading
times ideed. Alabama wild flowers seem to
You must remember that these dust particles jolly
about the eclipse of the sun, which sent all the big
are very small, indeed. Some French scientists be much the same as those of the North except the
guns in the astronomical world off to the South
have found out that in half a thimbleful of air " ty-ty." I'ncle Jack has never heard of that besea
that was the only place it was visible, you
fore. Will Jessie describe it?
there are a quarter of a million pieces of dust.
know ?he began to wonder if his boys and girls
And here is another of those lucky country mice.
This, you understand, is air near the earth, where
were properly cultivating their powers of observThey never know how fortunate they are in having
the dust [(articles are most numerous. As you go
ation by looking at the stars and the sky o' nights?
all out-doors to play in and the birds and butterup in a balloon or up the side of a mountain, they
The very biggest Tommy or Molly who buckles
flies
and trees and flowers for playmates. This
become fewer and the air becomes rarer the higher
his or her liooks up and trudges off to school five
time
it's aii up-north farmer's boy. You see how
you go. These science men say there are only
days a week need not be ashamed to ask questions
far
Uncle Jack's boys and girls live, someapart
about two hundred particles in half a thimbleful
the sky where earth
about God's Wonderland
times.
He
wonders sometimes if he hasn't a
of air at the top of the Alps.
and stars and sun and planets go whirling aliout
reader
in
South
Africa or Samoa or Hawaii or
The moon, they tell us, has no atmosphere, no
in a dizzy sort of way. Kven the wisest men have
he has he wishes they'd write and
Australia.
If
dust bandage, and so it is a dead planet. Nobody
not fathomed all the secrets of earth and sky, so
him about the gamesthe children play and the
can live without air, you know. There are no tell
it would not be very remarkable if a boy or girl
flowers
that grow in those far-away lands. If any
people and no trees or flowers on the moon.
should not know them.
of you don't know where these countries are
Mercury, the little planet nearest the sun, is
Did it ever occur to you to inquire what makes
of course you'll trot right off this minute for your
thought to lie without air by some astronomers,
the sky so blue? You would be very much sur- but there
arc others who looked at it carefully geography. Perhaps you might wait, however,
until you read this pleasant letter from New
prised if you were told that lhe beautiful soft
when it got between us and the sun not lone ago
Hampshire.
color is all owing to the dust, wouldn't you? and they don't agree with
the others. They think
Yet that is what the scientists say is the cause; they saw a sort of
Kmikih Gbntrk, N. 11.. Aug. 2:>, 1896.
au-reole around the planet, and
just the plain, everyday dust which annoys neat
Dear
Uncle
.luck:
they believe it was a dust bandage or atmosphere.
housekeepers. I)o you sec how every little thing
I thought I would write you a long letter and tell you
about how I am getting along this hot weather. We
has it usee, even a tiny, invisible speck of dust? Dear Uncle Jack:
I am one of the reader* of the Backed Heart Ri.vikw
have got through haying for this season and most of
Nothing ever goes to waste really. If there were
I was nine years old last June. My mamma is ilead and I our grain is barrested. I have taken a hand in the hayno dust rising, no distnrbanm of the roads, no live with grandma and grandpa. I live in Indian orchard.
Held except pitching.
We have got five calves; their
smoke from fires
if there were no boys and girls I go to the Indian Orchard school. I am in the fourth names are Iluldah Helen, Bessie May and Tersy Jane,
?
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Junietta Zoe and Johnny come lately." We call him
that because he went without supper and breakfast for
a week.
Then the man who lost him found him and
gave him tons in August, so we call him "Johnnie come
lately."

Now we are clearing up the pasture, catting and burning sprnce and underbrush. Pa cuts the brush and trees
and mamma and I burn them
We get a big pile on the
tire and it begins to snap, and in less than a minute a
great blaze is shooting in the air as high as the house.
Friday we built a big lire too close to the trees, and the
first thing we knew the trees that were not cut were all
on fire and the worst looking people you ever saw were
we three.
We were black as tar. but had a good appetite for dinner.
My school begins the 7th of September; it will keep
ten weeks, maybe more. My teacher's name is Mr.
Hardy, he is called a tine teacher. He is also a great
tiddler; he plays for parties all around.
I had a very beautiful letter from a lady in Cambridge ;
her name is Miss Mclntire. I have also had letters
from Miss Lynch who lives in South Boston, and many
papers and magazines from both, which 1 enjoy reading
very much.
We have got in our Bible History to the Crucifixion of
Our Lord. Mamma says I have learned the lessons very
well.
The hawks are catching our chickens most every day.
We have had to jump up once since we began to write
to drive off the hawks. We have had about ninety
chickens hatch out. We have now less than thirty, la
shot at a hawk and broke his leg.
Father Kagan called on us the other day; I Inula
Mamma was very glad to see
game of ball with him.
him.
It is most dinner-time and I will close for the
present. Please remember us In your prayers.
Your loving nephew,
I'vrsKv H, Ni,,,y.

Patsey's letters are improving greatly. His
delightful pictures of life at Knfield give Uncle
.lack and his big family of boys and girls great

pleasure, so he hopes Patsey will write once a
fortnight at least. Perhaps he will take a walk
sonic day and tell Uncle Jack just what he saw,
the different kinds of birds and trees and flowers,
what the fences and houses are built of and all
the Other things that bright-eyed, wide-awake
youngsters see. Doing this will help him with
his studies in school, not to mention flic value it
will be to him when he's a grown-up man. People
whose powers of observation are cultivated, who
are quick to sec details and to detect differences,
are much more useful in the world than the other
folks and they're apt to get a great deal more
happiness out of life. You know I'ncle Jack
wants all his boys to be ambitious; he wants them
to make up their minds early to be good and useful men.
I'mi.i. Jack.
Written for the R eview.
A

PRAYER.

long for thee,
To break the bonds that bind it here, and to thy Presence
flee,
How often midst the storms of life I strive to see thy

Oh hidden God of Love! my soul doth

face

To guide, to light this path of mine with thesunshine of
thy grace!

Oh God of Mercy!

ever near to help the poor and weak,
When will I feel thy mercy's aid. the joy I do so seek!
In hours of trial, hours of gloom, I've turned to thee,
my God,
And prayed thee from thy mercy-throne for strength to
bear thy rod.

Oh God ofPower I

most great thou art in all that thou
hast made,
When will my feeble prayer receive the answer of thine
aid ?
How weak am I! How strong art thou! 1 cry to thee
above,
Sustain me in temptation's hour by thy calm, supporting
love.

Oh God of Peace! thy realm is what no mind hath e'er
conceived,
Nor eye hath seen, nor ear hath heard, nor human heart
belie \ ed;
Thy presence maketli all things light, thy absence all
tilings hard.
And to see tine in thy glory will be Love's own reward.
\u25a0?

! Who can sound the depth of all thy
ways?
Teach me to seek to do thy will In labor, prayer, and
praise,
Until the mite I've offered thee is sifted free from dross.
And I have learned Love's lesson well, taught, only, near
the cross.
Ml. Si. KaKV'S, M \.\c iiksiik. X. 11.
Oh God of Wisdom

HEART KM VIEW.

THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

11. (1. Wells, in a recent volume of short
stories, tells how a sailor ?having discovered
some eggs of the extinct
in the mud of
an African swamp?was cast away on a desolate
island, where one of the eggs was hatched by the
sun's heat. The writer makes an amusing narrative of the trouble the sailor had with the gigantic
bird after it grew up. Although the account is,
of course, entirely fictitious, yet the writer has a
basis of fact in that such a bird once existed, and
that its eggs, with some imperfect bones, have,
within recent times, been found in the swamps of
No complete skeleton of the
Madagascar.
/Epyornis is known, but from the size of two of
the bones preserved in the Paris Museum, it is
estimated to have been not less than twelve feet
high. The eggs which have been found are
enormous in size. One of them measured nearly
fourteen inches in diameter, and was reckoned to
be as big as three ostrich eggs, or 148 lien's eggs.
The cubic contents must have been more than two
gallons. A large and perfect specimen of an egg
of this bird is said to be worth &250.
The most noted other extinct bird of giganticsize?not taking account of the Dodo, exterminated
some three centuries ago in Mauritius
is the
Moa of New Zealand. In 18311 Professor Owen
exhibited at a meeting of the Zoological Society
some small fragments of a hitherto unknown
struthious bird which had been sent him from
New Zealand. On the strength of these fragments
Professor Owen asserted that there must have
lived in New Zealand a bird as large as the ostrich.
and of the same order. Subsequent discoveries
confirmed his conclusion, and showed that the bird
was considerably larger than an ostrich, its extreme height being probably fouiteen feet. The
leg bones which were sent to London in 184M
greatly exceeded in bulk those of the largest horse.
The leg-bone of a tall man is about one foot, four
inches in length, aud the thigh-bone of O'Brien,
the Irish giaut, whose skeleton, eight feet high, is
mounted in the Museum of the Royal College of
Surgeons, is not quite two feet. But some of the legbones of the Moa measure as much as thirty-nineinches. The total number of species of Moa (Dinornts) which once inhabited New Zealand isestimated
to be at least fifteen, and, judgingfrom the enormous
accumulationof bones in some districts, they must
have been very common, and probably by their
number, and lleetness in running, enjoyedimmunity
from carnivorous quadrupeds. The different
species of the Moa-birds varied greatly in size and
form. Some, like the IJinornis parvus, or dwarf
Moa, were only three feet high, while others were
twelve or even fourteen feet high. In shape some
were tall and slender and probably swift-footed,
like the ostrich, while the others were short and
had stout limbs like the Dinornis elejdiantopus,
which was undoubtedly a heavy-footed bird of
great strength. It is thought that the present
natives of New Zealand came there about six
hundred years ago, and it is highly probable that
the ancient Maoris feasted on these birds as long
as they lasted. Their extermination is thought to
date back only lo about the period when tliese
islands were visited by Captain Cook, 1767-1778.
It is said that even a few years ago the ??runs"
made by them were visible on the hillside. The
charred bones and egg-shells of the Moa have been
found mixed with charcoal where the native ovens
were formerly made, and their eggs are said to
have been found in Maori graves.
A near ally of the Moa is the Apteryx orKiwi,
at present inhabiting New Zealand. But the
Kiwi has rudimentary wind-bones, while the Moa
shows scarcely a trace of such structure. In the
Mi;.

?
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form of the bill there is considerabledifference between the Moa and Apteryx. the bill of the Moa
being short like that of the ostrich, while the
Apteryx has a long pointed bill adapted to probing in the mud for worms. In Australia remains
of a bird related to the Cassowaries have been
found, to which the name Dronuxornig has been applied. It is, however, at present imperfectly
known. A large wingless fossil bird has been reported by Professor Cope from the Eocene strata
of New Mexico, and two others, Dasornis and
Gastonu's, are known in the Eocene strata of
England.

Detailed accounts of the frightful calamity to
the coast villages of northern Japan, in consequence of the incursion of an enormous sea-wave,
have recently been made public. The accounts
show that no such catastrophy, except perhaps
that of Krakatou in 1882, has been known in
modern times as that caused by an earthquake wave
on the loth of June last. The Japanese islands
are of volcanic origin, and arc constantly subject
to earthquake convulsions. Scarcely a year passes
without some more or less severe cat astrophy. In
this case, the earthquake shock was not felt by
the inhabitants, as it probably took place at some
distance from the shore under the ocean. Hut the
destruction was caused by a gigantic wave
erroneously called a "tidal wave"?which swept
inland for some distance beyond high-water mark,
particularly where the land near the shore was
low, sweeping away towns and villages like so
much chaff. The centre of the devastated region
was the little coast town of Kamaishi. about 300
miles northeast of Tokio. Eor about thirty miles
north and south of this point along the coast
every town and hamlet was completely washed
away. The estimates for the destruction in the
three prefectures which were exposed to the wave
are: 28,316 dead, 1,992 wounded, and 6,202
houses demolished. In Kamaishi the only foreigner who lost his life was Rev. Henri Rispal of
the Catholic mission. The official reports gave
the height of the wave as eighty feet, but this is
perhaps excessive.
?

EDITORIAL NOTE.
Catholics and the Bible.
After quoting from the Rkvik.w and commending a passage wherein the practice of reading at
least one chapter of the Bible every day was urged
upon our readers, the Northwestern Christian Ad.
cocate of Chicago asks
"Has a new era come to (he Roman Church? Has it

:

?

consented to allow its people to read the Scriptures' If
so, a wonderful day must dawn presently. If a tithe of
the reliance which a Romanist places in his Church and
her priests is given directly to God, through prayer and
faith, he will grow up into God. his living Head, with a
certainty and divine emphasis which will startle the
world. In some happy day of deliverance Romanism
will begin to read the Bible, and no man can measure the
magical results. When God's Word, (he holy Church
and her converted priests are enabled to bring their
combined aid to the individual souls in that wonderful
Church, the whole world will begin to reap the undyinir
and benetlcent fruits."
It is hardly necessary to answer these silly
questions or to make any reply to the absurd
statements that follow them. It is only benighted

individuals who now put any belief in the old calumny that the Catholic Church, which alone preserved the Scriptures, forbids her peojde to read
Holy Writ. Our contemporary should read the
letter of Pope Pius VI. commending the reading
by the faithful of Holy Writ, that is to lie found
in every duly authenticated Catholic Bible. We
would refer our Chicago neighbor to what the Review said on this subject a year or so ago in
answer to Rev. Doctor McKenzie of Cambridge,
and we would remind the AdooCOtt that the Protestant reformers in
England forbade all
under the degree of gentlemen or gentlewomen
to read the Bible, and that an act of
the Common Statute Book read thus: "There
shall be no annotations or preambles in Bibles or
New Testaments in English. The Bible shall not
be read in English in any church. No women or
artificers, prentices, journeymen, servingmen of
the degree of yeomen or under, husbandmen or
laborersshall read the New Testament in English."
We would furthermore respectfully suggest to our
Chicago contemporary that it pretermit its concern for Catholics long enough to inform itself.
Iby consulting a dictionary, that Roman," Romanist" and Romanism are not synonymous
terms with Catholic" and Catholicism."'
,k
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A GLANCE AT THE
NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS.
The last straw hat has disappeared
from the milliners' windows and its
place has l>een taken by sundry
creations in India crimson, .Malay
brown, Japanese gray and Ceylonese
green. These are the prevailing hues
of the season in felts as well as in
velvets, wools and silks. It is to be a
colored season, no question about
that. Black will be almost exclusively
relegated to the elderly ladies and
those in mourning. Many of the new
hats in India crimson, which verges
on purple, are very handsome. They
are of a long-napped felt and have a
satiny sheen. Trimmed with velvet
and three standing ostrich tips, with
a cluster of velvet pet ailed flowers
against the upturned brim, they make
extremely elegant headgear. Most
of the winter hats turn up in the
back after the summer fashion. The
brims are a iittlc narrower in front,
however, and they arc not worn so
far over the face as they were a while
ago. The little toque in velvet aud
soft felt promises to have many
wearers. Some very pretty ones shown
already are a combination of green
andred in dark shades with a bunch
of cock's feathers and stiff loops of
the velvet slightly to the left of the
front. Usually the earliest styles are
an exaggeration of what will be worn
later in the season, but. except for
color, the fall millinery seems quite
moderate. No very large hats arc
shown and plenty of small velvet
affairs are on exhibition. All sorts
of feathers will lie worn. Flowers,
too, will appearand both will be used
on the same hats. Everything will
be elaborately trimmed so that cheapness will not be a characteristic of
the winter's headgear.
liliKiHT

111 IIS EVERY W1IEHE.

Speakingabout color, it is interesting to observe the effect upon fashions
of public events. The visit of Li
Hung Chang, the Chinese envoy, lias
caused the New York shops to blossom
out in the most vivid yellow and Vermillion which are, of course, favorite
Chinese colors. There are all sorts
of lace and chiffon draperies for the
neck in the celestial yellow. Fans of
vivid yellow and red to be worn with
dark gowns are shown conspicuously.
Silks, brocaded and plain, arc displayed in great profusion and are being bought up eagerly. They will be
made into house gowns and neglige"
robes fashioned after the baggy
Chinese garments.
HINTS FOR

HEAVY POLKS.

hoped,

however, that no
is lieginavoirdupois
woman whose
lured
into
ning to worry her will be
red
or
anythe purchase of yellow or
will
make
other bright color. Nothing
a woman of poitly proportions look
more hopelessly heavy and hot and unwieldy than bright red or greenor violet
or even white. Subdued grays and
browns and dark blues and mixtures
are her salvation. Another commandment which fat women are bound to

It

is to be
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follow is to avoid checks and plaids
as they would the plague. Horizontal
stripes are quite as bad, though perpendicular stripes, if they're hair-lines
fm
a dark surface will add to her
height and take away from her width.
Stout women usually have the notion
that they ought to lace their corsets
as tight as possible and wear plain,
tight-fittinggowns. It's a great mistake, as any first-class modiste who
knows her business and wants to give
her customers what ismost becoming.
will tell her. The tight corset gives
an unpleasant suggestion of smothering and general discomfort, while the
plain, tight-fitting waist only accentuates her proportions. The jacket
with the fluffy tichu front, the long
ribbon bands from shoulder to waist,
the longways folds and narrow rcvers
all are hers. Anything that gives a
long line effect will apparently reduce
the fat woman's size. High collars
and wide girdles she must resign, no
matter how much she may admire
them on others. The long feather
boa is permissible provided it doesn't
(dc under her chin. It should fall in
long lines on either side of the front
of her gown.
The feather boa will be as popular
as ever this winter with all sorts of
women. Although it appears in all
the new colors, black will no doubt
continue to be the favorite. There is
nothing more becoming to all sorts of
faces than the mass of glossy ostrich
feathers.

MODISTES'

MINUS

HADE ll'.

The fall and winter styles in gowns
are pretty well settled now, and one
notes several peculiaritieswhich distinguish them from last season's frocks.
For one thing, there is no doubt now of
the doom of the big sleeve. Most of
the winter gowns show a perfectly
plain tight-fitting sleeve decorated at
the shoulder with two moderately wide
rutlles. Other sleeves have a moderate
puff falling midway between the elbow
and shoulder.
The absence of buttons is noticeable. One wonders how one is to get
;nto one's new gown6. With some of
them it would seem necessary for the
dressmaker to send a ticket of instructions. All the waists close invisibly. There is an entire absence
of revers. Many of the bodices are
a combination of stripes of Persian
or Mexican embroidery alternating
with bands of velvet, while the sleeves
are of the same material as the skirt.
Very handsome dinner gowns have
skirts of brocade and bodices of perpendicular bands of ribbon alternating
with putt's of chiffon. The ribbon
ends, in loops which fall below the
wide girdle. The elbow sleeves arc
drooping puffs of chiffon. An odd
effect is produced on some gowns by
setting on a very short circular yoke
of some contrasting color. For instance, a magnificent green cloth gown
has a short yolk and high collar of
pink velvet heavily embroidered in
gold. Set inside the collar is a stiff
frill of yellow lace. This raffle of
jace is characteristic of all the fall
gowns.
Mo»t
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plain and arc made on the seven-gored
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Influenza
Irritation

model. Here and there one is seen
with wide box-pleats in the front. A
very tasteful gown of gray Sicilian
?
cloth had twelve bias folds of the
by thi« wonderful Anodyne.
cured
quickly
Are
material around the skirt.
It also promptly relieve* ami cures colds,
coughs catarrh, colic, croup, cramps,cholera
throat,
bus, bronchitis, toothache, sort-lips,
Green seems to be the favorite moi
priinsin chest, bowels kidneys, burns.liruises,
and
backache.
color in heavy beaver jackets. Most chaps sprains, siduachc
of tin? jackets are a trifle longer than
they were last spring and are fastened
diagonallyacross the front. No buttons show and there is an absence of
its special province is to cure Inflammation

Inflammation

"".err
Johnson's
ihodyneLiNIMENT

both Internal and External. Inlirile for nervous headache and prostration. It is the best,
the oldest, the original. It is unlike any other.
Permit me to say about three weeks since
Anodyne Liniment saved the life of
Johnson's
ny wife while suffering from a complication
oi diseases, tousilitis, bronchitis and influenza.
K. A. I'IKKKNor, Rock port, Texas.

revere.

The princess gown modified in a
variety of ways is seen among the
new styles.
It has an eton jacket
front in some eases. In others it is
The Doctor's signature and directions on erery hott.l*,
rv,-rv« Ihtc. Price.
fastened on the side and is open clear lU'rt'd Tamp' let free. Sold
86 Cttfc
tiix bottles, $:.00. LB. J ullNsoA' <£ <JO., Boston, Haas.
to the hem of the underskirt of velvet
You I3iliou.ssV
which shows slightly with a sort of
panel effect.
JL Wlnabottl*. Onaadoaa, M. ILLO
Poi.i.v Daly.
Arc llic nont I.lvcr Pill Made.

PARSONS P.,

P
vHOMsEL.Y RETTY.
If girls wish to know what makes
them homely and how they can become pretty, they may read the following, and then consider.
There are many plain young girls
whose faces are lined with discontent
and unhappiness. There is a drawn
perplexed expression between the
eyes, and the corners of the mouth
have a decided droop. These are the
girls who have a settledidea that they
are plain beyond remedy, and the distressing belief has deepened the lines
of dissatisfaction; but in reality there
is only a cloud over the face, cast by
the habit of unhappiness.
A pretty story by which we can all
profit, is told in an exchange as follows :?
One morning a certain girl, whose
face was under this cloud, walked out
across the sunshine of the common.
For a moment the brightness of the
morning had lifted the gloom and her
thoughts were unusually pleasant.
What a pretty, happy girl that
is we just passed," she heard one of
two ladies passing say to the other.
She looked quickly around, with
envy in her heart, to see the pretty
girl, but she was the only girl in
sight.
"Why, they mean me! No one
ever called me pretty before.' It
must be because I am smiling.''
Again, as she was getting on a
horse car, she heard (the fates were
out in her favor), " Do you see that
pretty, happy girl?"

,~

Positivilv cure BILIOUSNESS
and SICK nEAnAf*TTE,
Solil everywhere; nr by man, postpaid, 25 cts., Ilvo $1.(10.
LX. JOHNSON& CI 1..21 Custom HIIUBO St.. Boston, Mu-ia.

FURNITURE
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Must Be Closed Out
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Handsome Bookcases
Elegant Parlor Desk
Artistic Parlor Suits.

Bookcases
From $5.00 to $50.00
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THE TRUE IDEAL OF WOMANHOOD.

Solid Oak CHAMBER SETS, $18.00
12.50
Fine Broad COUCHES,
Elegant PARLOR SUITS, in
55.00
fine Silk Brocatelle,
Solid Oak CHIFFONIFRES, 6.00
Latest Styles of Quartered

A lovely woman is a woman who,
without artifices, wins the love of
those who know her best; the woman
who has strength and symmetry of
Oak SIDEBOARDS
18.00
personal character; who follows a
true and lofty ideal with a firm will, Fine Oak DINING TABLES,Bft. 6.50
and who adjusts herself with grace
.90
to the sphere which becomes her. Good Oak DINING CHAIRS,
She may be required tosupporttho.se All-Wool CARPETS, per yard, .50
dependent upon her, but the womanly
?\u2666
quality is so manifest in all her
movements and spirit that the demands of business and of society
never mar the gentleness and firmHouse Furnishers,
ness, the purity which are always 1(1
TO 2(i (JORNIIILL,
associated in the minds of wise men
THE NKW BKJBTB.
Two
doors from Washington St.,
of the skirts are perfectly with the true ideal of womanhood.
BOSTON.

Arthur McArthi & Co.,
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CatholicMissions.
IN KOREA.
In the course of a public address
which he delivered some time ago at
Sydney, N. S. W., on the missionary
work of the Catholic Church, Cardinal
Moran spoke as follows of the Korean
missions :
It is just one hundred years
since the lirst Chinese Catholic
missionary in disguise penetrated into
this pagan land, and the first Mass
in the " Hermit Nation " was celebrated on Easter Sunday, 17',)5. A
few years later this priest was arrested, and in 1801 he had the
privilege, with three hundred of his
converts, of sealing with his blood
the testimony of his faith. Other
missionaries followed in his footsteps, and many of them shared his
crown of martyrdom.
In 18.19 the first vicar apostolic
and two priests fell victims to the
fury of the persecution stirred up
against the Christian name, and with
them one hundred aud twenty-seven
natives were numbered among the
martyrs. It was not till 1845 that
the next vicar-apostolic could penetrate into the kingdom. One of his
priests, Father Maistre, spent ten
years in his endeavors to break
through the barriers hedging in that
pagan kingdom. He at length succeeded in 1852. In 1866 the Catholic Church in Korea numbered
twenty-five thousand Christians, with
several native aspirants to the
priesthood. In the beginning of that
year pagan fanaticism stirred up
anew the embers of persecution. On
the 8th of March the vicar apostolic,
with threecompanions, was beheaded.
Before the end of the month five
other priests laid down their lives for
the faith. A general massacre of
the native Christians followed, and
it was calculated that more than
ten thousand perished, including the
victims of the incredible hardships
and privations which were en?

dured.
Other Catholic missionaries, however, were soon in the field to carry
on the work of their martyred predecessors. To the present day their

public

preaching is prohibited,
of conscience is
guaranteed by treaty. In May,
1894, the number of Catholics was
more than ten thousand, with twentysix priests and thirty-six native ecclesiastical students. During the
preceding year, one thousand four
hundred and forty-three adult natives
had received Baptism.
Where were the Protestant missionaries during all this series of
persecutions and trials ? They were
conspicuous by their absence from
this missionary field. It was only
when the ports were thrown open that
they appeared upon the scene. The
first resident Presbyterian missionary
came from the United States, and
settled at Seoul in 1881. He was
followed by the Methodists. Their
united congregations last year
reckoned one hundred and seventy-

though freedom
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seven members. Six other Protestant societies have now their missionaries in Korea, but as yet they report
no progress.
A Protestant minister who had
visited Japan and Korea thus wrote
of the Catholic missions in those
countries in August, 1894: "It is
not surprising that the heroic missionaries of the Roman Church win the
plaudits of on-lookers who are not
impressed by the pleasant home life,
with wife and children and abundant
comforts, of the Protestant missionary. However out of sympathy
with the dogmasof the Roman Church,
their poverty, endurance, patience,
and suffering excite the admiration
of all. Every thoughtful missionary
is forced to ask himself whether the
Reformation did not go too far;
whether the priestly, monastic, militant types are not, after all, more in
accord with the missionary spirit."
Mr. Johnston in his Reality versus Romance " inserts the following
statement as having gone the rounds
of the religious press in England :
Korea presents a striking illustration of the irresistible advance of the
kingdom of Christ. One of the most
remarkable works of grace known in
modern missions is that among the
Koreans. Without having heard or
seen a missionary, thousands of people have heard of Christ and turned
to the service of Cod. These converts are the fruit of the circulation
of copies of the New Testament by
the Rev. John Ross."
This paragraph having found its
way to Korea, the Rev. Mr. Fenwick, Protestant missionary at
Wonsan in Korea, wrote to The
Chinese Recorder in Shanghai repudiating such stuff and declaring
that there certainly were not fifty
such converts in Korea, and that
probably there was not even a dozen.
He adds: "Concerning the New
Testament that is said to be the
translation of the Rev. Mr. Ross, no
Korean has yet been found who has
any conception of its meaning.
Some thought perhaps it might be
used on the border between China
and Korea, but it has been accorded
a fair trial there and failed to find a
man who could understand its funny
sounds."
The same Rev. Mr. Fenwick relates
another fact to illustrate the exaggerated stories" of conversions
circulated in the United States and
England for interested purposes.
The missionary whose exploits in the
work of conversion were extolled,
sent a paid native into a village with
instructions to gather as many of his
friends as possible and to await his
arrival there. He mustered only
nine. On arriving the missionary
addressed them and told them to take
What for? they
off their hats.
asked.
Oh, never mind," coaxingly pleaded the paid native, take
off your hats." The missionary then
sprinkled some water upon them and
told them they were baptized. None
of them except one had ever seen the
missionary before, and none of them
probably had the remotest idea of
what was meant by Baptism.
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The following extract from the letter of a correspondent of the New
York Observer, while it contains in a
mild form the old stereotyped Protestant assertion that Catholics pay
undue honors to the Blessed Virgin
and the saints, also pays a notable
tribute to the piety and good demeanor of the Tyrolese Catholics.
The observant Protestant traveler
through southern Germany and
Austria is impressed by the religiousness of the people, writes the Observer's correspondent. With our ideas
and experience of religious freedom,
and our exposition of the teachings
of the Word of God, the devotion
and religious exercises of these people seem superstitious and often little
more than ignorant idolatry. In what
I say now, I am not speaking of the
hierarchy of the Church of Rome,
nor of the priests in the cities and
large towns, but only of the people
as they are seen in their religious
acts. In the countries named, the
morality, honesty and general behavior of the common people will
compare favorably with that of English and American communities. In
the city where I write these lines, a
city absolutely without Protestantism,
there is no drunkenness nor any invitation to immorality; there is a
general honesty which is evidently
not the result of severe laws, and a
decency of deportment among all
classes of peoplein public and private
life which it would be hard to parallel
in English and American towns. The
class of roughs and rowdies, of illmannered lads and noisy girls, which
is so evident, especially in our manufacturing towns, has no existence,
though there are manufactories here.
Saturday afternoon is a quiet and
peaceful half-holiday, and Sunday is
as well observed as it is in most New
England villages. The churches are
thronged, not only on Sunday morning and evening, but on week-days
which are not holidays of the Church,
and the worshipers can not be called
ignorant or insincere. For example,
I entered by chance a large church on
a Thursday afternoon, about five
o'clock. It was the hour of evening
prayer. About a thousand people
were present, nearly half of whom
were men. One priest recited the
prayers, and the people responded
clearly and in their own language.
There is no music, no paraphernalia
of service, but simple prayers and
responses. The people came and
went during the hour that I sat in
the church, but there was always a
large, reverent and attentive congregation, which followed the priest with
books containing the liturgy. I
could understand the prayers. They
were largely addressed to the Virgin
Mary, to the Son of the Virgin Mary
and to saints, and were petitions for
temporal and spiritual blessings for
which it was eminently proper to
pray. My Protestantism condemned
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only the Maiiolatry and saint worship. The worshipers were not ignorant of what they were doing, and their
service had no element of heathenism
or idolatry. I attended high Mass on
a festival at the same church. It
was eleven o'clock in the morning.
The building was so full that it was
necessary to wait a long time to get
in, and I was obliged to stand in a
dense throng of people during the
entire service. The ritual was pompous, the music was rendered by a
noble organ and other instruments,
together with a full choir of men and
women singers, and was of a high
character. The people were most
reverent; wherever there was space
to kneel, they knelt at certain parts
of the ceremonies, and those who
could not kneel bowed low with
closed eyes. Every indication was
given which it was possible to give,
that the congregation understood and
participated in the service, which was
in the Germau tongue and intelligible
to all. On Sundays in this town,
both morning and afternoon, the
streets were full of people going to
and from church. After church, late
in the afternoon, many persons went
to gardens and concerts in the
suburbs, but the day was religiously
observed by the entire population.
The men were as religious as the
women, and all went to the churches,
removing their hats before passing
the threshold of the church, and following the service with devout demeanor and oral participation in the
responses. Whole families occupied
pews in the church, and the little
children were taught to kneel and put
their hands together during the
prayers. A sermon was delivered
from a gorgeous pulpit, and hymns
were sung by the choir. I could not
follow the speaker sufficiently to give
a correct account of his address,
which received close attention and
was delivered with great earnestness
and eloquence. At many other services in other towns I have seen
similar assemblies, and the churches
are not neglected on any day in the
week in this part of Europe as they
are in some other countries.
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Rev. Chas. B. Schrahtz, S.S., has
been appointed president, and the
Rev. Danl. P. Duffy, S.S., vice-president, of St. Charles' College, Ellicott
City, Md.

Tiik clergy of Vendoine,
have just suffered a heavy
the recent death of the Abbe
bre, of the Madeleine, and
of the famous preacher.

France,
loss by
Monsa-

brother

BA(J
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park, although it is true that many
people regularly go to Hyde Park
who never enter a church, it is difficult to see how it would be possible
to frame regulations which, while
permitting religious services to be
held, prevented other meetings of a
less desirable character taking place ;
and therefore, I, for one, should
not be at all sorry to see the regulations as to Hyde Park so altered as
to prevent any meeting
beyond
perhaps the collection of a few persons
being held there at all."
?

?

A Sicilian priest, Monsignor Leto,
Very Rev. Philip J. Garrigan,
has invented an automatic voting machine, wdiich receives and counts the I). I)., vice-rector of the Catholic
ballots without possibility of fraud at University, has received an official
communication from Mr. P. .1.
any stage of the proceedings.
O'Connor, of Savannah, Ga., national
On Oct. 11, the Most Rev. Daniel
president of the Ancient Order of
Murphy, archbishop of Ilobart, Tas- Hibernians, requesting that a date be
mania, will celebrate the golden jubi- named for the presentation of the
lee of his episcopate. Ten years ago sum subscribed for the endowment of
he observed the fiftieth anniversary the Celtic chair. Doctor Garrigan
of his ordination, on which occasion suggested Oct. 21. This date has
the whole island united in honoring lieen accepted, and the national
him.
A. O. H. officers have been notified
the
Pontiff's
to
Sovereign
apWith
be in Washington for the presentaproval, the fifth provincial council of tion ceremonies.
Mexico will be inaugurated on April
Bishop Tieknbt, assisted by a num21, 18117, under the presidency of ber of the diocesan clergy, recently
Monsignor Averardi, visitor apos- dedicated the new school of the
tolic to thatcountry. The archbishop Sacred Heart parish, Bridgeport,
of Mexico, with his suffragans, will Conn. The school contains twelve
Monsignor Giovanni large
take part.
rooms, well lighted and ventiHerrera, and Monsignor Vincenzo lated, and nine of them were filled
Acercs and Rev. Leopold Ruy, audi- with pupils on the opening day of the
tor to Monsignor Averardi, will act school. On the occasion of the dedias secretaries.
cation Bishop Tierney madean approSt. Josatiiat's congregation, Milwaukee, has benefited by the business
sagacity of its pastor. Father Grutza
has concluded the purchase of all the
available material of the old Chicago
post-office building, which is now 1 icing demolished, and will use it in the
building of the new church of St.
.Josaphat, the cellar for which is already excavated. Thematerialbought
by him for 8-'>o,ooo is estimatedto have
cost originally $250,000 before any
labor was expended upon it in Chicago.
Astatk.mknt having been published
that Cardinal Vaughan was organising a series of Catholic meetings
in the parks and other places, his
Eminence, in reply to one who interviewed him on the subject, said
The rumor that I intended, as head
of the Catholic Church in England,
to organize a series of public services, to be conducted in Hyde and
other parks, principally by distinguished laymen, is devoid of foundation. The report arose, I presume,
from the fact that a small body of
young Roman Catholics, not more
than seven or eight, of whom many
are professional men, have been desirous of spreading the Catholic faith
by means of public addresses, and
that my brother, MonsignorVaughan,
has extended his advice and counsel
to them. What this may eventually
lead to it is impossible just now to
say, but at the present moment. I,
as head of the English Catholic
Church, have no intention of organizing such a movement as has been
referred to in the papers. As to the
rights of public meetings in the

"
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priate address, and

confirmed a
class of seventy candidates.

Tiik inspector of the Irish reformatory and industrial schools has just
issued his report.
According to it
there are in Ireland sixty Catholic
and ten Protestant industrial schools
and five Catholic and one Protestant
(male) reformatory schools. The

inspector criticises very severely the
Protestant institutions and speaks
with commendationof the ones under

Catholic guidance.
A well known Irish ecclesiastic,
Monsignor Maguireof Cork, will soon
celebrate his golden sacerdotal jubilee. He is a brother to the late Mr.
J. F. Maguire, M. P., who was once
a very conspicuous figure in Irish
politics. Monsignor Maguire was
the first Catholic army chaplain appointed since the Reformation.
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tricl. will be laid by the archbishop had a sort of hazy recollection that
on the 27th.
for upwards of two centuries the
Tiik Forty Hours are announced Popes had organized and blessed
for next week at St. Mary's Church, the crusades, and this was enough
for him. It was all of the history
Marlboro.
of the crusades that he knew or cared
Tin. annual report of the superin- to know. 'Can anything of good
tendent of parochial school institucome from Rome?' was the question
tions in Philadelphia says:"The which lie promptly answered in the
number of pupils at the beginning of negative, and he orated accordingly.
the year was 34,252, and at the end The last crusade was ended five hunof the year 34,855. The average atdred years before the sect in which
tendance during the: year was -'(2.1 lib Mr. Harrison is a shining light was
the number of teachers 610, the aver- founded, and the leaders in these
age number of pupils to a teacher, holy wars from the heroic Godfrey
fifty-two. The school enrollment is to the saintly Louis
will be held
39,000. The number of boys en- in admiration and benediction cenrolled as students at the Catholic turies after the name of the founder
high school during the year was 41)0 ; of that sect
who spent the best
the number of teachers twenty-nine." years of his life in battling against
Tiik Catholic Church seems to be thecauseofAmerican independence?
particularly activein Melbourne. Ac- will be remembered no more, or only
cording to authentic returns no less a in obloquy."
sum than £69,748 had been spent on
Tiik Anglican Archbishop of CanCatholic education in the archdiocese terbury sent the following letter to
alone during the last four years, and the Abbe Le Jeune, the cure at Mothere were 21,394 children attending lene, who buried, with the assistance
these schools. In the archdiocese the of his flock, the unfortunate victims
number ofchurches was 12."), attended of the wreck of the Drummond Casto by eighty-four diocesan and thirty- tle:?
four regular priests. Besides the
Lambeth Place, S. E.,
.June 2:5, 1896.
large staff of Brothers for teaching
M.
leCuri:
Dear
Allow me to offer
the boys, there were also 4511 nuns of
the
most
earnest
and respectful
you
various orders established in the
thanks
of
the
church people
English
archdiocese of Melbourne to look
and
others
for
the
most
tender soliciof
after the education
the girls. The
Catholic population was given at 143,- tude with which you and your parishioners have rendered the last offices
-949.
of piety and religion to those whom
Work on the new St. Joseph's
the sea has given up from the terrible
Church, South Norwalk, Conn., will
wreck of the Drummond Castle. All
begin on Oct. i. The new edifice
hearts have been deeply touched by
will be one hundred and twenty by
the loving care with which your
sixty feet, and be so constructed that
people have laid them among you in
it can be extended thirty feet in the
peace and with your benediction to
rear, when the size of the parish derest in Christ until the resurrection
mands it. The apse or curve will be
day.
You rightly speak of the conomitted until this extension is built.
solation vouchsafed to" the poorfamiThe structure will rise to a noble
lies in knowing that they rest in
height. The front of the edifice, peace on French soil under the
facing on South Main street, will shadow of the cross." This consolastand back forty feet from the side- tion the}' owe to you and your people.
walk, and will have a large memorial Charitable acts, so fervently done,
window. The lawn will gradually make natural hearts tender towards
each other. We heartily pray for
slope upward to the steps of the three this, and that the best blessings of
main entrances. As soon as the God may ever be on your kind
walls and roof have been built, the island."
basement will be fitted for worship.
Send your name for a Souvenir
The main auditorium will not be
of the Works of Eugene Field,
finished until later in the year, perhaps not until the spring of '98, but
the Gugene Tidd monument Souvenir
the parish will worship in the baseThe
most beautiful Art Production of the cenment early next summer.
tury. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of blos-

;
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?

?
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FIELD^FLOWERS

Rev. P. .1. II ally, pastor of the
The following extract is taken
Immaculate Conception Church, from the editorial columns of a recent
Salem, has tendered his resignation issue of the New Haven Union:
?

to Archbishop Williamsand will labor
"In his speech in Carnegie hall Mr.
hereafter on the negro missions in Harrison had this to say of the cruthe Southern States under the direc- saders : ' The zeal of the. crusaders
tion of the .Josephite Eathers.
was a blind and ignorant zeal ; they
to rescue the transient and
In Holland, according to statistics sought
ineffectual
sepulchre that had held
just published, there are .502 religious
of
the Son of God, while
body
the
houses. The Sisters Hospitallers
trampled
they
upon the precepts of
alone have charge of twelve thousand
which he had left for
love
and
mercy
orphans.
their guidance in life.' A more
Bishop Hkaly returned to Portatrocious calumny on the heroes of
land last week after a visitation of
Christian chivalry than this was
the northern poition of his diocese, never uttered by human lips. It is
where he dedicated three new needless to say that no historian of
churches.
any eminence except such writers
ever sancTiik corner-stone of the new Car- as Gibbon and Voltaire
melite convent, in the Roxbury dis- tioned such a view. Mr. Harrison
?

?

soms gathered from the broad acres of Eugene Fields
Farm of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Handsomely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Monument Fund. But for the noble contributions of the
great artists this book could not have been manufactured for $7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
prepaid on receipt of $1.10. The love offering to
the Child's Poet Laureate, publishedby the Committee to create a fund to build the Monument
and to care for the family of the beloved poet.
Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
180 Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.
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skilful work of the renowned Pope siguor Jessing and on the left Father
their Columbia Smith. At the close of the dinner
Company and
BiSHor Beaven visited St. Leo's
his Eminence toasted the American
bicycles.
Church, Fitchburg, last Sunday, conpress,
religious and secular.
Rev. A. Orban, S.S., the librafirmed 125 candidates at an early
A reunion of the past and present
Mass and preached at the last one. rian of the Catholic University since
the opening of that institution, has parishoners of St. James' Church,
announces
that
Cardinal Gibboks
been transferred to the Sulpician Salem, Mass., is to be held at Cadet
Bishop Curtis of Wilmington, Del., House of Philosophy, outside Paris, Armory Hall, Oct. 21.
will go to Baltimore to fill an im- where he will teach the sciences.
( rwiNG to the storm of last Sunday
portant place as sonn as his successor
the
laying of the corner-stone of the
Monsignor O'Connell, who reis named by the rope.
new
Gate of Heaven Church, South
cently returned to Home from a jourThe Association for Unemployed ney in lhe Fast, says that at old Boston, has been postponed to
Working Women and immigrant Cairo and at Matariyeh, Egypt, a Oct. 1.
Girls announces a house warming at few miles to the east, all the traA mono those who took a promiits new quarters, in Compton street,
nent
part in the recent semi-centenditions of the Holy Family are found,
this city, on the 23d, from 2 to and they are held in veneration by nial celebration of the city of Man10 p. m. Tickets. 25 cents.
chester, X. H., was Rev. John J.
Catholics, Copts and Moslems.
Lyons, pastor of St. Ann's Church,
George
wealthy
Mb.
R. Prill, a
Hildegardk of Newburg,
Sister
that city, whose address was both apProtestant gentleman who died reX. Y.. has been selected by the Do- propriate and eloquent.
at
large
cently
Heading, Pa., left
minican Sisterhood to be mother
Lokd Chief Justice Russell, as
bequests to the Catholic institutions
prioress, with headquarters at the
St.
our
readers well know, is a Catholic,
and sisterhoods of that city.
convent house on Second street, Xew
but
that he is a very devout one he
15,000;
Hospital
received
Joseph's
York. The selection has been apSt. Catherine's Orphan Asylum, $10,evinced on his recent visit to Niagara.
proved by Archbishop Corrigan and
He reached the Falls at six o'clock in
-000; the Sisters of the Good Shepshe is now in charge.
herd, $5,000 ; and the Sisters of the
the morning, after traveling all night,
Tiik
and
Pope's
magnanimous
paHeart
of
but
before he began his sight-seeing,
Mary,
$10,000.
Immaculate
triotic intervention on behalf of the he proceeded to the little church at
The Review cordially congratuItalian prisoners in Abyssinia has Clifton, where he attended high Mass.
lates Rev. Philip .I. O'Donnell, pastor
proved partially successful. News
A TuiDUUM in honor of the recent
of old St. Patrick's Church, this city,
comes from Home that Monsignor beatification of Father Bernardino
that in the comparatively short time
the Papal envoy, has re- Realino, a Jesuit missionary of the
be has filled that position, his efforts, Macaire,
ported to the Vatican the refusal of sixteenth century, was held last week
aided by the generous co-operation
Emperor Menelik to liberate all pris- at the HolyTrinity Church, Shawmut
of his people, have led to the buildoners until a final peace be concluded
avenue, this city. On last Sunday a
ing of'the spacious new St. Philip's
with Italy, but that he will set free all solemn high Mass was sung at the
Church, corner of Lenox street and
those who are natives of the former close of the triduum, and an approHarrison avenue, the corner-stone of
States of the Church as the Pope's priate sermon was delivered by
which is to lie laid with befitting ceresubjects. This is anotherhumiliation Father Dc Haza, S. J.
monies by the Most Reverend Archfor King Humbert and the Quirinal.
Tiik following letter which was
bishop on Sunday. Sept. "20. at 3
Rev. A. .1. H. VciBERT, S. S., signed by
One Who Visited the
p. M.
Father O'Donnell, as our
College,
City,
of
St.
Charles'
Elliott
Shrine
is
the
at
and which
Guadalupe,"
know,
of
the
readers
secretary
Md.,who for a longtime was vice-pres- sufficiently explains itself, appeared
Review Publishing Company.
ident of thf college, and who has in the New York Sun of the 10th
Lost in the crowd which gathered been acting president during the past inst.:
"To the Editob ok the Sun Sir:
the other day at Notre Dame, where year, will go to the Catholic UniverCardinal Richard was presiding over sity, at Washington, to fill the va- The notice in last Saturday's papers conapparition of Our Lady of
the procession known as The Vow cancy made by Rev. Father Orban, cerning the
Guadalupe, states that in consequence of
of Louis XIII.," he who was formerly who has returned to the seminary of his expressed disbelief in the reality of
known as Fere Ilyaeinthefollowed the St. Sulpice, Paris, France. Father the apparition, Eduardo Sanchez y Camacho, bishop of Tamaulipas, has been
religious services with visible emotion,
Vuibert has been a professor at St.
says the Paris Figaro. From time Charles' for more than a quarter of a forced to resign I have before me the
Album dc la Coronacion dc la SmaVirgen
to time the eyes of M. Hyacinthecentury, and for the last fifteen years dc Guadalupe,' published in the city of
Loysou seemed to be riveted on the has Idled the chair of rhetoric with Mexico last year for the use of the pilpulpit, from which he had once sent much ability. His ancient history grims who visited the famous shrine durwords inspired by the most ardent has received a very favorable notice ing the celebration which took place in the
and pious faith, as if the revolted from Cardinal Gibbons and other monthof Oct 1896.
On page 18:5 of this album I tlnd this
Dominican was measuring his own prominent personages.
testimony in fac-simile of the handwriting
fall. Who knows if the presence of
the bishop of Tamaulipas : Debbora
Cardinal Satolli gave a dinner of
M. Ilyaeinthe at Notre Dame is not
y ludith fueron tlguras dc la Sautisima
last week to the representatives of Virgen dc Guadalupe, neustria Tierna
a sign of return to the true faithV
the press, and expressed his grati- Madre, Weine y Senora. f Eduardo, Obpo
A Colombia bicycle, model 40, tude to the papers of the United dc Tampas.' The translation is : 'Deborah
1896, wilh ordinary equipment, was States for the kindness, impartiality and Judith were the types of the Most
Holy Virgin of Guadalupe, our tender
recently shipped to his Eminence, and ability with which they have dis- mother, queen, and lady.'
Cardinal Satolli, the Papal delegate seminated news pertaining to the Pa" There arc twenty-eight bishops in
at Washington, D. C, by the Pope pal legation and the important Mexico, and in the album may be found
Manufacturing Company, says the mission entrusted to the' representa- twenty-eight different declarations in favor
Hartford Times. The Cardinal has tive of the Pope in America. Invi- of Our Lady of Guadalupe, which were
called forth on the occasion of the
never used a bicycle, but will under- tations were extended to the follow- coronation of the famous picture at
take to learn to ride one witli the ing : Monsignor Jessing, to represent Guadalupe in October, 1805. The Mexican
assistance of his private secretary, German-American Catholic journal- people of all classes are, above all things,
the Rev. F. Z. Booker. Colonel ism; Rev. M. P. Smith, C. S. P., to most devoted to the Virgin of Guadalupe.
Pope wrote to the Cardinal, and sug- represent Catholic magazines; Mil- No visitor to Mexico has failed to be impressed witli that fact. Now, jnst where
gested to him that it would be bene- ton F. Smith, editor of the Church
and by whom the ' lierce discussion' is
ficial to his health to ride a wheel. News, to represent English Catholic I being carried on would
be very interesting
and offered to make him a present of journalism; Mr. Austin, to represent to know."
one. On Aug. 17 the Cardinal wrote lhe United Press; Mr. C. F. ThompOnk of the greatest surprises that
to the Colonel accepting the gift, and son, to represent the Associated the city of irvene, Italy, the birthPress, and Mr. Y. D. Powers. His I place of Archbishop Martinelli, the
wrote that the wheel would long remain a grateful reminder of the Eminence sat at the head of the table new delegate apostolic, offers to the
esteem and kindness of Colonel Pope, and Rev. Doctor Hooker sat opposite. j traveler is the memory it preserved
as well as a beautiful specimen of the On the right of the Cardinal was Mon- 1 of St. Frediauo or Fridian, an Irish
CATHOLIC NEWS AND NOTES.
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in the sixth century came
here and established his see. The
present cathedral, dedicated to St.
Martin, was established on the site
of the old original church by St.
Frediano between the years .v. n. SGO
and 588.
saint, who

During) the past week 10 children
?*4 boys and fi girls
were received
into the Home for Destitute Catholic
Children; 7 boys and !i girls were
placed in families; C l>oys and;{ girls
were restored to their relatives. Remaining in the Home: 186 children
!)4 boys and i»2
girls. The foland donations
subscriptions
lowing
have received : Rev. Friend, $50 ;
Mr. C. Blake, $60; Mr. Daniel McSweeney, $10; Rev. John H. Harrigan, Rev. P. F. Kelly, Messrs. D.
A. Cronin. J. W. Fogerty, Friend,
(C H.), Friend, $5 each. Donations
of money, clothing, stores, or any
articles useful to the children or in
the Home are respectfully solicited.
?

?

Colleges and Academies.

BOSTON COLLEGE,
Conducted by Fathers of the Society of Jesus.

T. BROSNAHAN, S. J.
Catalogue's may be

Olio Bookstores.

obtained at the Cutli

Villanova College,
Villanova, Pa.
12

miles

from Philadelphia. Location
healthy and delightful. Classical, Scientific or Commercial Course.

Send for Catalogue.

Fr. L. A. Delurey, 0.5.A., Pres.

MT. ST. MARY'S ACADEMY,
MANCHESTER, N. H.

Boarding

School for

Young

Ladies.

Please send for catalogue to

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, MasK.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory school
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object of
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupils to enter college.

MT. ST. MARYS COLLEGE,
Emmitsburg, Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of ills Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore.

Classical, Scientific and
Commercial
Courses. Terms: $300.00 in Senior, and
$250.00 in Small Boys' Department.
Address

REV. EDW. P. ALLEN, D. D.,
.?,.

lOH

'

President.
~
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, lo;,D

I

FORDHAM, N. Y. CITY.

JESUIT FATHERS.

University, Scientific, Classical and Preparatory
Courses, Military Drill by a U S. A. Officer.
French, German, Library Heading Rooms and
Gymnasia. Five separate buildings. H. K. Train*

at Gate. For Information address
* THE PRESIDENT."
4

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Dame, Indiana.
Classics, Letters, Science. Law, Civil, Mechan-

ical and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and CommercialCourses.
Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The lt»sth Term will open September Bth, 18*.
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Very Rev. A. Morrisney, C.N.C., President.
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high born, polished and beautiful, Harry, for the language I used. claimed his father in amazement. " I
will I be happy ? Can I love her as I Whatever may have been the circum- shall live in terror of dynamite or the
"ONLY A MOUNTAIN LASS."
love my mountain lass? Ah no ; here stances that provoked it, I am aware secret assassin for the future. When
EBDCWYAK
RD. ANE.
love plays no part, here Cupid is van- that it was very ungentlemanly, and I you have lived as long as 1, Harold,
my boy, and mingled as much with
quished by the greed of Croesus ; and trust you will think no more of it."
CHAPTER III.
your fellowmen, you will understand
life
would
be
a
hell
earth."
You
humble
upon
unnecessaryouself
(
[ 'iintinned.~\
"
He thought of the strange betrothal ily, sir," replied Harold, deeply that this distinction is beyond the
Since you force me to speak, 1
"
in
his infancy and endeavored to re- moved. Could it be possible that power of men to alleviate, struggle
1
will," replied Harold, calmly. "
beg you to be seated ; there is 'no call the tiny maid whom he must have this was the same man who had al- against it as they may."
I acknowledge myself worsted in
cause for alarm. I had intended to seen, but whose image memory now most cursed him so shortly before?
"
argument,
father, and gracefully
"The family failing, Harry; we the
bring this matter before you in due failed to present. What if she should
retire."
time ; but the hasty summons, accom- still be living and at some future time Van Arsdales were always famous for
"Promise me that you will bring
panied by the proposition you have enter upon the scene? Then Bess as hasty speech."
my
arguments to bear upon your own
"It got them into trouble somejust made compelled me in justice to she lookedwhen he left her rose up becase.
Will you not ':"
fore him, her sad pleading eyes en- times, I suppose?"
all parties concerned to declare?"
"What
you ask is beyond my
Bless you, yes. I remember
"You are not married, Harold!" treating that he would not forget her.
"
to
My word as a gentlegrant.
power
"No, a thousand times no!" he hearing your grandfather tell of a
cried the old gentleman, angrily.
Written

for the Review.

" No, I am not, simply because the
lady would not consent to so speedy
a union."
"Who is the lady?" sneered his
father.
"Some southern belle, I
dare say."
Yes, a southern belle, and a rustic belle, if you wish. She is only a
mountain lass ; a child of nature, born
and matured among the picturesque
Blue Ridge hills, beautiful bayond

"

comparison."
"Enough !" shrieked his father. He
stood there, his hand on the table,
his face white with rage, his eyes almost starting from their sockets.
Harold was afraid that an attack
The
of apoplexy was upon him.
anger of his father was more violent
than he had anticipated ; still he was
prepared to meet the inevitable.
Nothing could shatter his loyalty to
Bess.
After a few moments his father recovered speech and shouted : '' Y'ou
miserable scoundrel! Is it possible
that you have so far dragged the
name of Van Arsdale in the mire as
to associate with a hussy from the

mountains of Virginia?"
1
' Do you dare to insult my love !
Have a care, sir, do not cause me to
forget that you are my father!" exclaimed Harold, his Dutch temper rising in turn.
your love ! I tell you that
" Insult
you have cast an insult upon my
name which can never be effaced.
Go, I destest you ! Uave me before 1
curse the day you were born !"
Harold did not linger to hear more.
In his present frame of mind he knew
well what his father was capable of
doing. His own feelings towards the
proud, ambitious parent were not at
all p'easant, still as he strode through
the hall to his own room, remembering
his father's anger, he feared that it
might not be well to leave him alone ;
hence he touched the bell and told
the valet that his father required his
services.
He did not expend much time in his
room over his toilet beyond removing
the stains of travel; then, throwing
himself into a chair, he mentally reviewed the conversation. It was
what he had expected, only magnified
a hundred times.
"The folly of it all, this family
pride," bethought, "that one must
sacrifice at its altar the most sacred
affections and impulses which nature
has implanted in the human breast.
Supposing that I yield to him, give
up Bess and wed this English lady,

exclaimed. "1 shall not yield to his
wishes, my darling Bess, even though
welcome poverty
he disinherit me
with your true heart!"
While Harold was haunted with unpleasant imaginations of the present
and gloomy forebodings as to the
future, his father still sat where he
had left him in the library. Dismissing the valet gruffly, he strove to collect his thoughts and determine what
was to be done. He understood his
son's disposition too well not to admit, upon calmer reflection, that he
was not to be driven from his purpose, that constant goading on the
subject would only force him to accomplish the very end from which he
must be saved at all cost. Yes, he,
a Van Arsdale, must even humble
himself before his child, must plead
with him, entreat and implore, aye,
and resort to the despicable wiles of
intrigue to win him from that infatua?

tion.
When he had arrived at this conclusion, and matured his tactics, he
was decidedly in better spirits; so
that when the gong sounded for dinner, he hoped that Harold would
meet him on this neutral ground more
pliant to his wishes. Nor was he
disappointed. The magnificent dining-room, prepared as though for
many guests, seemed to mock the
pride of Arnold Van Arsdale as he
took his place at the head of the table
and motioned his son to a seat at his
right. Neither had a disposition to
relish the tempting viands, still while
the servants flitted to and fro and the
old butler stood behind his master's
chair, they conversed as though
The old
nothing had occurred.
questioned
Harold regardgentleman
ing his trip and the sketches he had
obtained, and narrated the latest doings in Newport society.
At last the servants withdrew.
Harold had remarked his father's altered appearancewith no Httle anxiety.
In those few short hours he seemed to
have aged wonderfully.
You are not feeling well, father,"
he said.
"It is nothing. Excitement is not
beneficial for me at any time, you
know ; however, I shall be all right

"

tomorrow."
Something in his tone touched Harold's heart; was not this man, witli
all his faults, his father?
The old gentleman avoided his
gaze and his voice was singularly
gentle as he replied
It is for me to ask your pardon,

"

:

?

duel he fought once."
Was it the outcome of Dutch
temper?"
No, it was over a ladye faire,'
I believe; hence, your grandfather
was so hot-headed that he could not
wait for the signal to fire, but blazed
away when his adversary had scarcely
taken his station."
"Did he kill the man?"
No. No barm was done. The
bullet whizzed over his opponent's
head; and he, poor fellow, badly
frightened, hastened to make his
peace with your grandfather, and so

"

'

"

"

the

matter ended."

Is it not true," remarked Harold,
"
quietly, " that words spoken in anger
oftentimes miss their mark as widely
as your father's bullet?"
" Too true, Harry; I see the force
of your remark and, trust me, you
shall never have cause to complain of
the Van Arsdale language again."
Nor shall you, sir."
Here let us pledge our mutual
good will, my son. Alone at the
familyboard we are the last of a good
old race. May nothing mar our perfect harmony and concord ! "
I low happy if nothing would come
between us now," thought Harold.
Never before have I noticed my
father's failing health. Oh, that I
might comply with his wishes ! but it
is impossible."
I would propose a toast did I not
fear that it would be distasteful,''
ventured Mr. Van Arsdale, closely
observing his son and almost reading
his thoughts.
That will depend on the subject."
"The health of your future bride,

;

"
"

''

"

"

"

Harry."
" My own choice or yours? " asked

Harold.
Your own, of course, my dear
boy ; we are to have no more jarring
now."
You really say that you will favor
the choice I have already made ! " ex-

man is plighted; and were she infinitely beneath me, honor demands
that 1 be true."
"Is not this an instance of misguided judgment? You asked this
girl to be your wife in a moment of
infatuation. Your artist soul was
captivated by her wild beauty, perhaps ; go among other scenes, meet
other ladies, cultivated and refined,
compare this rustic belle with them
and decide."
My decision would be the same.
Be assured, father, this is no hasty
engagement; I loved the lass when I
first saw her, though I did not know
her."
He proceeded to narrate the circumstances of his first meetingwith his
love, his search and the accident on
the mountain, his rival, the tournament
and the parting.
Mr. Van Arsdale listened carelessly
at first, but at the mention of the
rival, .lack Wilson, he grew more
attentive, and at the end he said :
"It is as I suspected, Harry; a
few weeks' separation will banish you
from her mind. Why, lad, if she
had half loved you don't you think
she would have jumped at the chance
of being a fine lady?
Because she loved me so much,
she thought more of me than herself,
and would not accompany me."
You are not versed in the ways
of the world, my boy; believe me,
that mountain chap has a deep hold
upon her heart."
If you please, sir, we will not discuss the subject further ! exclaimed
Harold, feeling that his anger was rising beyond his control.
As you wish," replied Mr. Van
Arsdale, indifferently.
Ah," he
1 forgot that I have a
continued,

"

?

"

"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

( Continued on page 242. j
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I Holes in YourHealth. I

claimed Harold, excitedly.
" My dear son, knowing me as you
do, can you submit such a proposition
after sober reflection? "
I do not understand why 1 should

"
not.'

You do not fully appreciate the
distinction of classes, I am afraid."
That is all nonsense, with all due
respect to you, father. The time has
come when this so-called aristocracy
and class separation with its iron-clad
laws must be done away with."
What, have you becomea Socialist
in views as well as in heart !" ex-

"
"

"

''l

What does that mean ? Supi? pose you are taking in money
SS all day, and drop it into a
i| pocket with holes ; you will
]i) find yourself a loser instead of
a a gainer by the day's business.
'<) Same with your health. You
i< eat and drink and sleep, yet
lose instead of gain strength.
'»is There's
a hole in your health.
]>> Some blood disease, probably,
>k sapping your vitality. You
) can't begin, too soon, to take
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the great blood purifier,

Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
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suh etter.
interesting and instructive
lecture on \u25a0'Protestantism in Ireland '" was recently delivered in National Hall. Glasgow, by Rev. Doctor Maguire. of Maynooth College.
The first step taken in introducing
the Reformation into Ireland, said the
reverend lecturer, was the appointwhose
ment of Doctor Brown,
mind was freed from the thraldom of
Popery." He was an Englishman,
and was selected in 1532 by Henry
as archbishop of Dublin.
The circumstances that led up to the strange
appointment were these. During the
ten preceding years Luther had
gradually been raising the standard
of revolt against the authority of the
Church, and he was supported by
many powerful princes of Germany.
Henry the Eighth wrote a notablework
on a theological subject confuting the
doctrines advanced by Luther, and
especially as they affected the seventh
sacrament. Henry, in reward for
that work, was given by the Pope
the title of Defender of the Faith "
that it is of the Catholic faith,
and it was the origin of the letters
E. I), which they would notice on all
British coins. Even her Majesty of
the present day is not ashamed to
use them. But Henry's zeal as a
champion in the cause of religion
gradually waxed cold under his
bestial passions Of hist and greed,
and in 1587 he east off the mask of
pretended scruple and carried out the
empty form of marriage with Ann
lioleyn. Henry afterwards selected
the crafty Crannicr, who had himself violated his priestly vows, for
the see of Canterbury. It was from
the hands of this Crannicr that
Brown received consecration, received
the pallium and such jurisdiction as
he got and consequently when he
went to the see of Dublin he had not
the most shadowy claim to any
apostolic succession. Brown told
them that he was an archbishop, and
that owing to the special preferment
of Cromwell he was made a spiritual
officer under the king.
V\ hen a bishop was consecrated
there was Committed to his care a
certain district in the same way a- a
judge when invested with power by
the highest authority of the State was
given jurisdiction over a certain area.
Doctor Brown, without any scruple,
swore to the King's supreme rulcrsliip
in all things spiritual and temporal in
the two islands. It was not enough
for him to speak for England, bm he
also spoke for Ireland. And Henry
reminded him in the following words
of the power he had received and the
source from which he received it ;
We are as able to remove you and
put another man in your place as we
were in the beginning to prefer you."
Now on what ground could any dispassionate and thinking Christian
convince himself that Henry was the
Vicar ot Christ, that he was supreme
successor of St. Peter, and possessed
till those responsible and terrific
powers that were delegated to the
apostles? --All power is given you
A very

??

??

?

??
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in heaven and on earth; go ye therefore and teach all nations. As my
Father sen! Me I also send you," and
having said that he breathed upon
them saying. "Receiveye the Holy
Ghost." These words were addressed
to the apostles and not to Henry the
Eighth. No sane mind would maintain
that Henry was the Universal Church,
neither did history record that he was
raised by bishops' orders, or that he
received lhe commission of the
apostles. Consequently in the words
of St. Paul how could he discharge
the (Inly of the apostles unless lie had
received a commission from them?
Yet if they believed what Henry
told them he had more ample powers
and jurisdiction than were invested
in all the twelve apostles.
Henry claimed more power and
jurisdiction than Our Lord himself
ever exercised, because Our Lord
appointed St. Peter to succeed him,
while Henry appointed Crantner not
to succeed him, but to be of eqaal
power and equal jurisdiction in his
own lifetime. Was it nol ludicrous
in the extreme to speak of the unbroken continuity wheresuch fictitious,
such false claims as those existed?
Still Henry preached the Catholic
faith. He was attended by his confessor even to his dying hour. He
had Mass said every morning in his
room, and no man could tell, because
historians disagreed about it, whether
I lenrvdied in the agonies of blasphemy
or within the pale of the Church.
They knew that the Church was one,
that Our Lord did not say to all the
apostles. Yon arc Peters" or "You
are rocks"; but He said to Peter
alone. Thou art Peter, thou art the
rock, and upon this rock I will build
My Church." There was one Christ,
one heaven, one Church, one rock.
Therefore when Henry raised his
rebellions head against the authority
of the Church he at once broke away
from that one Church.
By some strange misconception of
words the Protestant church in Ireland
was called the Church of Ireland.
Protestants in Ireland were a very
small fraction of the population of
Ireland. The Protestant church was
not the Church of the people, it was
not the Church that represented the
ancient faith of Ireland, it was not
the Church of the Apostle of Ireland;
and how they called it the Church of
Ireland was ray difficult to explain.
Fitzgerald, a representative of theold
house of Leinster. and the head of
\u25a0?

\u25a0?

theOeraldinefamily.liadbeenarreßted

in 1542 and his son imagined that
the then archbishop of Dublin, who
Doctor Allen
was an Englishman
was the cause of his arrest. A
few days afterwards the archbishop,
a- he was about to take a boat for
England, was felled by the hand of
the assassin, and it was then that the
sec of Dublin was left vacant, and the
opportunity was taken advantage of
by Henry to advance his claims.
Cromwell and Crannicr procured
Henry's sanction to grant Doctor
Brown the see of Dublin. Brown was
a man who
cared little about the
church. but took good care of his
pocket. His own spiritual brother,
?

?

II EA RT RE V LEW.
the Protestant bishop of Ossory,
speaks of him as an epicurean archbishop, and states thai he was much
addicted to gluttony and drunkenness,
and they even found an act of parliament proposed to make provision for
himself and his bastards. This was
the precursor, the John the Baptist of
Irish Protestantism.
Intestine quarrels were nothing
new in Ireland, and Government intrigues made the Irish parliament
either powerless or unwilling to resist
the tyrannical Henry. Hence they
found that many more or less infamous acts were passed without
protest. One act declared that none
but the king, his heir and successors,
were to be the supreme head of the
church in Ireland. The head in the
first instance well corresponded with
the body. Another law was passed
preventing any person, lay or clerical, from holding any office whatsoever unless the person swore that the
king was supreme head of the churchDoctor Budkiu was Invested by
Crannicr with the archbishopric of
Tuam, and other bishops were similarly appointed, but the great mass
of the Irish people and the whole
body of the Irish ecclesiastics remained solid.
Doctor Maguire here quoted from
Leyden, a Trinity College professor,
who deseribsi the acts of robbery
committed by the "reformers" on
the monks and monasteries. Proceeding, the speaker said such was
the liberty of the '« Reformation,"
yuch was the tyranny of their English
friends in religious matters, such was
their idea of law and order and the
rights of property. English people
raised their eyes and hands in holy
horror when they heard of the Inquisition, and of the sufferings of the
Armenians. Cruelty to the inferior
animals made their blood curdle.
Vet our Irish forefathers were justly
plundered, justly butchered, and all
because they were Irish and Catholic.
DoctorCronin, archbishop of Armagh,
in those days offered a strenuous opposition to the introduction of those
novelties into Ireland, and when he
passed away to his reward there was
a go<xl deal of delay about selecting
a successor. The first man upon whom
the smiles of Cromwell fell, and also
the choice of Crannicr. was a religious
priest who was supposed to be pliable
and ready to accept the conditions
laid down. He was told that he was
t<> be the primate of all Ireland, but
he said:
No; if I were to be the
Patriarch of the whole East of the
Church I could not consent to go on
such terms. I know nothing about
the country or the people, and why
should I be obtruded." Cromwell
then fell back upon Doctor Dowdo,
who was an Irishman, and could
speak 1 rish.
After quoting some remarks of
Levland on Mary. Doctor Maguire
went on to say that Protestantism had
made but small inroads in Ireland.
Only a few English bishops and a
few public functionaries associated
themselves with the new religion,
which had not yet sunk deep into
the Irish soil. The new religion was
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was not con-

genial. The speaker next reviewed
the penal laws, recounted some of the
terrible sufferings imposed upon the
Catholic population, and described
the awful cruelties perpetrated on
several bishops and priests.
In conclusion, Doctor Maguire said
in Scotland they had only one
Glencoe, but in Ireland there was not
a county ami very few districts that
had not a reproduction of Glencoe.
The advent of James was hailed with
uncontrolled delight by the Catholics
of Ireland. He was the sou of Mary
Queen of Scots, the illustrious and
saintly queen. Moreover he had
been heard to sympathise with Ireland in other days. But .lames' >elfintercst and his cowardly regard for
the security of his sceptre dominated
even his religious views
the views
for which his mother had died a
martyr's death. His Irish sympathies
were soon forgotten.
A deputation
went from Ireland to London to see
him, and were thrust into the Tower
and shortly afterwards news reached
Ireland that they had died in their
captivity. Amidst all those persecutions the lamp of the Catholic faith
was kept burning, and in spite of
English kings. Ireland could today
boast of more Catholics than in the
days of Elizabeth. The Irish jieople today have not the wealth of their
ancestors, but they have their example and their spirit of faith. Again
they lived on friendly terms with their
neighbors, and those neighbors did
not look upon the Catholic faith in
the same manner as their predecessors. Kings passed away. Governments came and went, but the grand
old faith survived all generations.
?
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Catholic
PRAYER BOOKS,
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIEf,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH SUPPLIES.
Agenei for all the Steamship Lines.

TICKETS TO IRELAND AND RETURN
AT LOWEST RATES.
Drafts for £1

and upwards.

FLYNN & MAHONY,
18-20 Essex Street, Boston.

TheHousewife.
HOUSEHOLD

HELPS.

LAUNDRY HINTS.
When possible mend clothing before washing, to avoid further fraying of tl>c torn edges.
Remove coffee and fruit stains
from table linen before it is put in
the water to soak, by pouring boiling
water through the spots until they
disappear.
Sort the clothing carefully, otherwise the less soiled will be the harder
to wash from being put with the
others.
Hang the articles in a clean, airy
place in the open air, if possible.

Sandpaper will whiten ivorYhandled knives which have become
yellow from age or usage.
Warm bread and cake should be
cut with a knife the blade of which
has been heated by standing it in
boiling water.
If a tablespoonful of vinegar is
added to the water in which tough
meats or fowls are boiled, it will
serve to make them tender.
In canning fruit, use the extra
A GOOD BUSINESS WOMAN.
juice that can not be put into the jars
The New York Weekly Witness
to make jelly. Add enough dissolved
gelatine to the juice to make it mould tolls of a young woman in that city
when cold; serve it with whipped who only a year and a half ago
cream, and you have a delicious des- worked twelve hours a day for $0 a
sert.
week in a restaurant down town, but
In washing chamois-skins, use is now earning between $60 and $70
tepid water to which a little ammonia a week and giving employment to half
has been added. Rinse them thor- ix dozen other girls as well. The
oughly, stretch, and put them in the young woman conceived the idea of
shade to dry.
When partly dry, supplying ten-cent lunches to young
stretch the skin again, and the skin men and women employed in the big
will be soft and like new when done. wholesale stores along Broadway and
her present prosperous condition is
Wash the glass, the decanters especially, in hot water and rub them evidenceof the success of the scheme.
up, when well rinsed, with pieces of Every day the business is growing,
in a very short time the young
newspaper. This answers much bet- aud
woman expects she will have to get
ter than wiping them with cloth. If
a horse and wagon in order to deliver
much stained, you will find that if
torn-up pieces of newspaper are put lunches to all her customers between
1 2 and 1 o'clock.
into the decanters with plenty of hot
The young woman started her projwater and then well shaken up, the
ect in the same way a business man
glass will be as pure as the proverbial crystal. Glass windows always would introduce a new article. She
visited the wholesale dry goods stores,
look better when cleaned in this way
the cloak houses, the notion stores, in
than when done by the more usual
all the big establishmentsfrom
fact,
method.
Grand street down to the Battery,
A number of appetizing desserts
getting one or two customers in each
can be made; with French prunes;
place. She explained carefully that
take, for example, a prune souffle.
the lunch would include two sandSoak a half pound of French prunes
wiches, an apple, orange, peach, pear
all night; stew them until soft and
or bunch of grapes,and a tart or slice
sweeten when half cooked; mash
of cake, and the moderate price of
them and remove the stones. Heat to ten cents
for all this won her many
a very stiff froth the whites of six customers.
She served seventy-five
eggs and sweeten to taste, then drop lunches
the first day, and the next
in the prunes, a spoonful at a time, day almost
as many again.
beating very hard. Turn the mixture
Since then her business has shown
into a deep dish, and bake it ten or
a steaay increase, and she is now on
fifteen minutes. It will puff up and
the road to fortune. Every daysandmust lie eaten immediately, as it falls
wiches of a different kind are served,
as soon as cool, or if baked too long.
and different kinds of fruit and tarts
Make a soft custard with the yolks
are delivered. The entire lunch is
of the eggs, serve in a sauce pitcher, wrapped in tissue paper and packed
and pour some over each portion as
in a neat little cardboard box. The
it is helped.
girls employed by the young woman
Polishing-cloths such as jewelers start out at eleven o'clock every day
use are warranted to keep silver in and begin distributing the boxes.
brilliant condition without the disad- At one o'clock their work is over.
vantages of a periodical upheaval of The young woman's customers are
the plate-closet. They prevent, more- not limited to the low-salariedworkover, the scratching which the appli- ers in the various stores. Salesmen,
cation of powders to the metal heads of departments, and members
usually produces. To make them, of the different firms take the lunches
boil soft rags in a mixture of fresh now. Every one pays for his lunch
milk and hartshorn-powder, an ounce when he gets it, there is no credit;
of the powder being used to a pint of to which fact the young woman probthe milk. When they have boiled for ably owes a large'part of her prosfive minutes they should be hastily perity.
passed through cold water, so that
SCOLDING HOUSEKEEPERS.
they will be cool enough to wring out
and dry before the Are. After the Order sometimes works with comsilver is dried and washed each day,
it should be polishedwith a cloth pre- bativeness or combativeness works
with order; and if other persons are
pared in this manner.
Maiiion.
untidy, it stirs up the indignation and
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HYSTERICS.

the severity of the one whose order is

offended, and then we expect to hear
sharp talk and scolding. A good
man will sometimes be met at the
door, and his attention called to the
scraper and the door mat, and, although he may be comparatively neat,
as men average, yet his wife will
berate him for wearing her patience
quite out. The furniture is too good
for him to sit on ; his outside clothes
must .be changed ; and altogether he
is made to feel very much not at
home in his own house. Children
trained under such dyspeptical, nervous irritation by an orderly mother
will be rendered peevish, and home
will seem like an undesirable place
to them, while the mother complains
that she spends her whole life in putting things in order and picking up
after the rest.
Such a woman will
desire to have the furniture in the
house fixed as though it were fastened
down, as chairs are sometimes
fastened down on piazzas of summer
hotels, so that they can not be carried
off and displaced.
A housekeeper is sometimes so
fretful and disagreeable that the husband and the sons are glad to spend
an evening anywhere else rather than
to be at home, greatly to the sadness
of the mother, who finds a growing
estrangement in the affection of her
husband, and her sons becoming dissipated. Such women find it troublesome to keep maids. They scold
and berate them because everything
is not kept as nicely as they think it
ought to be kept, and everything about
the bouse seems to be frozen and set,
so that a spirited maid will soon seek
a new situation where she can live in
peace and not be scolded and scored
all the time for the neglect of
frivolous duties.
"Only

a Mountain Lass."

[Continued from page 240.]

message from your mother. She
wishes me to say that you must
accompany me back to Newport."
I have promised to return at once
to

"Virginia."

You know how fondly your
mother loves you. Already you have
been absent from her two long months
and I can sec that she desires to have
you with her."
What was he to do? Bess would
be watching and waiting. Surely his
love for her was not cooling so soon !
Then, his poor invalid mother, perhaps she was even more ill than his
father had portrayed. She wanted him
I will write to Bess
very much.
and explain it all; she will understand,
and I will tell her that I will be with
her in a few days."
Will you come with me, Harry?''

"

"

" When?"
" Tomorrow
morning."
" Will you promise
me that I shall
"
not be harrassed with this English

September 19, 1896.

WOMEN 8HOULDUNDERSTANDTHI9
NERVOUS DERANGEMENT.
A Symptom of Something Far More Serious?Mrs. Harris, of Btnivar Springs, Re>
lafis Her Experience.

The spasm at top of wind-pipe, or in
bronchial tubes, the "ball rising in the
throat," violent beating of the heart;
laughing and crying by turns; muscular spasms; throwJL/Ol
ing the arms about,
etc., tell of a
derangementof
thefema)esys- /'/
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yields
quickly
"^
to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It acts atoa.ee upon the organ
affected, and the nerve centers; removes the cause, and dispelseffectually
the symptoms.
Mrs. Harris relates her experience
for the benefit of others.
I had been sick with all kinds of disagreeable experiences, such as irritability,
sleeplessness, faintness, and at times hyMy physician said it was the
sterics.
[worst case he ever had. My back ached,
and I had a severe bearing-down pain.
The physicians thought I should never
recover, and as the last remedy, they
procured your Vegetable Compound.
I had not taken more than one-fourth
of a bottle, before I was more comfortable. I continued its use, also the
Sanative Wash, and Liver Pills. After
using four bottles. I was able to be
out, and do almost all my work. I
think the Vegetable Compound is the
only medicine that will cure female
complaints, and jt will reach the worst
cases in a very short time. I know it
saved my life."?Miss. M. Bakkis,
Leaver Falls, Pennsylvania. All druggists.

Mr. Van Arsdale had scored a
point, a great one, and he keenly
appreciated the opening of what
must end in victory. He had left the
beautiful Miss Overton at his house
in Newport. After a few calls at the
Van Arsdale mansion she had so
completely won the heart of the invalid
that she was urged to make a prolonged visit, and it was with a view
to bringing about a meeting between
his son and this lady that Mr. Van
Arsdale had sent the indefinite summons.

Harold will meet his fate before
tomorrow eve," thought his father,

"

as he bade him good-night. "As
for the rest
well, it seems plain
sailing now."
[lO UK CONTINIKD.]
?

TIempB
rod abies
are not desirable in any home. Insufficient nourishment produces ill temper.

Guard against fretful children by feeding
nutritious and digestible food. The Gail
Borden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk Is
the most successful of all infant foods.
?

As of Yore.
lady?"
of the times is the reOne
of
the
fads
"Her name shall not be mentioned
vival of rush-seated dining chairs, and
unless you desire it. I will go farther they arc all the rage in the best houses
are certainly very comfortand say that you will not be expected today. They
able, and nothing could lie more picturto call on the Kltons during your esque. But the strongest argument in
their favor is their very low price. They
stay."
show some delightful patterns at I'aine's,
"Verywell, 1 shall accompany you." on Canal street, this week.

NeB
w ooks.

Medical.
TO CURE HEADACHES.

Current

History.

The latest issue of Current HisA hot bath, a stroll in the fresh tory gives
"
full-page portraits of
air, shampooing the head in weak Candidates
and Bryan and
McKinley
soda water, or a timely nap in a cool,
discusses in its usual able fashion all
epiiet room will sometimes stop a ner- the leading
questions that arose durvous headache, says a well known ing
the quarter of the year it covers,
physician. When over-fatigued from such as the
Venezuelan question, the
shopping or sightseeing, a sponge Cuban
revolt, the South American
dipped in very hot water and pressed situation,
the Armenian question, inrepeatedly over the back of the neck
ternational arbitration, bimetallism,
and behind the cars will be found exthe presidential campaign, with its
ceedingly refreshing, especially if the
variousattendant issues, labor, sports,
face and temples are afterward subetc., etc. The number is well illusjected to the same treatment. Neural- trated
and is a very handy compengia is caused not only by cold air,
dium of current history. Garretson,
but by acidity of the stomach, starved
Cox & Co., Buffalo, arc the pubnerves, imperfect teeth, or by indolishers.
lence combined with a too generous
Goi.i> ok Sii.vkk" is the title of
diet. Heat is the best and quickest
cure for this distressingpain. A hot a pamphlet of some 200 pages,
flat-iron, passed rapidly and deftly wherein .Marcus A. Miller discusses
over several folds of flannel laid on both sides of the financial question
the affected spot, will often give re- with a view of enlightening the reader
lief in less than ten minutes, without on the leading political issues of the
the aid of medicine. Hot fomenta- day. The book is attractively illustions are of equal value ; though when trated, and is published by F. Tenthe skin is very tender it is more ad- nyson Neely, 114 Fifth avenue, New
visable to use dry beat, nothing being York.
better for the purpose than bags of
Fkom.J. Schaefer, 11 Barclay street.
heated salt, flour or sand, which reNew
York, comes a pamphlet giving
tain warmth for a long time. Cold
water, applied by the finger-tips to the history of the miraculous statue
the nerves in front of the cars has of the Infant Jesus of l'rague, with
been known to dispel neuralgia pains an account of the devotion rendered
like magic. When caused by acidity the Saviour under that title
and its
a dose of charcoal orsoda will usually
The
book
has
propagation.
the apact as a corrective. Sick headache
is accompanied by bilious symptoms, probation of Archbishop Corrigan, is
ami attacks usually come on when illustrated and retails for ten cents a
the person is over-tired or below par copy.
physically. This is a disease of the
first half of life, and often stops of
Various New Publications.
its own accord after middle age. A
Thk reverend editor of the "Cathcareful diet is imperative in every
case, sweetmeats and pastry being olic School and Home Magazine" reespecially pernicious.
views the work of the recent sessions
Fating heartily when very tired, of the Plattsburgh school in the curlate dinners, eating irregularly, insufficient mastication or too much rent issue of that publication, which
animal food, especially in the spring presents, moreover, its customary
or during the hot weather, are fre- collection of instructive articles.
quent causes of indigestion, causing
headaches by reflex action.
A latin copy of the letter sent by
the Pope to the "Eucharistic League"
BABIES' FOOD.
opens the current issue of Emmanuel," the official monthly of the
Doctor 15. Van I). Hedges read
Priest's Eucharistic League; and
liefore the New Jersey County MediDoctor Shahan contributes a second
cal Society a paper on the Quality
paper on "Ancient Monuments of the
and Quantity of Infants' Food," in
which he advises that a Quning baby Eucharist."
lie weighed two or three limes a week
Tiik current issue of"The Mison an accurate pair of scales. A sionary," which is replete with excelgain, Doctor Hedges says, of from a lent reading, is accompaniedwith the
half to three-quarters of an ounce a
gratifying announcement that nearly
day indicates a healthy progress.
been gathered within the
Less than this indicates that the $5,000 have
to push on the work
last
three
months
baby's food is not nourishing it. In
?« The Missionary.''
by
represented
the
Boston
school-children arc
weighed in the physical examination This money will be spent in paying
regularly conducted under the physi- the salary of priests who will be decians employed by the Board of Eduvoted to giving missions to non-Cathcation.
olics in the South and West during
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Angtlo," in two volumes, Bvo., with
forty photogravure plates from famous
paintings and sculptures, including
twenty-three reproductions from
Michael Angelo ; a new and remarkable historical romance by Henryk
Sienkiewicz, author of "With Fire
and Sword," etc., entitled "'Quo
Vadis,' a narrative of Rome in the
Time of Nero " ; and the Unpublished Memoirs of Monsignor dc
Salamon," internuncio at Paris during the Revolution, 1790-1801, issued
in France in 1 891, and widely praised,
but never before translated.

"

publications

an-

nounced by Messrs. Little, Brown &
Company, Boston, for this fall are
?the brilliant black? 9
masterpiece,
I'rosper Mcrime'e's
STOVE
"Carmen," translated and illustrated
by Edmund H. Garrett, with an introduction by Louise Imogen Ouincy,
?)
hri-ht«loss.
and including twelve etchings and a
?
PJIL lUF c&Js Dustless
and
?
photogravure frontispiece of Calve as
?
odorless.
Sold Everywhere.
Carmen; a new holiday edition of
Grimm's notable Life of Michael

"

O'Shea. There are two stories, one
anonymous, the other by F. M. Edselas; and Charlcson Shane and
George H._Conrard are the poets of
this number.

Cholera

*

Infantum

This dreadful disease cannot
fasten upon childhood when the
system is fortified with that great
raw food extract known as

Bovinine

Wm acknowledge the receipt of
"Present Problems," two pamphlets
The medical profession in genissued by thePresent ProblemsPubliceral have depended upon it for
ation Co., 57 Park place,NewYork. One
a food, not a
of these pamphlets deals with "the years. Bovinine is
Free Coinage Problem" and the other medicine. Add a few drops to
with "the Demonetization of Iron baby's milk. Nothing will build
2,200 Years Ago" and with "Sixteen up health and strength sr» quickly.
to One in Kgypt."

These pamphlets
are sold for a cent a copy.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

Tiik September number of Short
Stories" has contributions from L£on
dc Tinseau, Mohammed A. Webb,
Alexander Laidlaw, dr., Albert Lee,
Kmil Peschkau, Max Pemberton,
Henri Malm, Clarence Rook, dean
Haulct, Mary McNeill Scott, Henry Steerage, Second Cabin ami First Cabin, to
anil from England, Ireland, Scotland,
W. Lacy and Charles Dickens, makand all parts of the world, at lowest
rates.
ing it an exceptionally good issue.
Drafts
low rates.

"

at
Tickets to St. John, Halifax and British

of Li Hung Chang
serves as a frontispiece to the September "National Magazine," and
Arthur W. Tarbcll writes interestingly
on the same personage. C. H. Gibbons describes the lepers of Darcey
Island in his paper, "The Curse of
the Fast " ; Fdmund S. Hoch writes
Yachting on
a second article on
;
Edward
the Great Lakes "
H. Miller describes The Tea Supply of
the United States " ; P. T. McGrath
recalls "The Newfoundland Bank
Trials"; and"A One-sided View of
Santa-Cruz" is presented by G. S.
Meade. There are a couple of good
stories, the Living Fashion Plates,"
the usual number of book reviews,
and the magazine is admirably illus-

A

photograph

"

"

"

trated.

Provinces.
Orders by Mall or Express promptly at.
tended to.

CHAS. V. DASEY,
7 Broad Street,

\u25a0

four doors from State.

Hoston, Mass.

i BLANuARD'o' ^"'!
][

ALSO IN SYRUP.

DM I 0

Specially recommended by the medl-

f

9

II cal
celebrities of the World for Scrofula (Tu ?
staves of #
II mors, King's Evil) and the earlyWeakness,
\u25a0
{ | Consumption.
Constitutional

I | Poorness of the Blood and for stimulating m
#
( \ and regulatingIts periodic coarse.
t t None Genuine unless signed " BLAN- 2
CARD."
Z
K. Fougera A Co., NY., and all Druggists. X

REMOVAL.
Thomas B. Noonan & Co.,
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS

Tiik leading articles in the current
and dealers in
CHURCH GOODS,
World" are mentioned
Catholic
Have
removed
to the spacious store
"
elsewhere in this issue of the Rkvikw.
Other excellent contributions are
Bargain*, in Catholic Books and
The Word-Painting of Dante," by
Religious Goods.
"Anna
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.
T. Sadlier; " The Question of
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Lines to and from Europe.
Food for the People," by Mrs. Alice
Worthington Winthrop, one of our Foundry Established in 1790bjPaul R»»ers
own contributors ;
And chimes
" Some Canadian
Women Writers," byThos. O'Hogan, UL| i
COPPER AND TIN.
I m A BLAKE BELL CO.,
M. A., Ph.D.; "Are Anglican \u25a0IkkkW
RONTON MASK
Orders Valid?" by Rev. Charles J.
Powers, and " The Salic Franks and Tickkis for the Fitchburg Railroad
their War-Lord, Clovis," by John J. Hoosac Tunnel Excursion will lie on sale

172 Tremont St., Boston,

nn

o

"'

on and after Sept. If!, at 250 Washington
street, and ticket ollice, Union station,
Causeway street, Boston. Rate, $2.00.

year.
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Ohio, City of Tolkdo, ( 88Lucas County.
i
FRANK J. ( iikskv makes imtli Unit lir is
In every industry there are certain leadpartner
of the firm of t. J. Chbjtei
the senior
Co., doing business In the City ol Toledo, ers, in every profession there are certain
CoUDty ami State aforesaid, ami that said masters, recognized as such by the quality
firm will pay the sura of <>NX HUNDRED of their productions. Quality is a condiDO I.LA KS for each am I every easeofCatarrh
that iioi not he oared liy the aae of Hall's tion of permanent notoriety. Quality, at
catahhh Cub*.
the lowest price for
quality can l>e
n \M< \u25a0'. < lIK.NKY. bought invariably which
secures popularity,
Sworn to before nit- aiwi subscribed in pay
presence,this otli day of December, A. I). ISM. l'ossibly that is why the Magee Ranges
arc usually pointed to as the standard of
j
A. W. (iI.KASON,
the world, unapproached in easy cooking
I _Notary
Public.
?
Hall's Catarrh Can la taken Internally ami qualities. The public is quick to appreciate a good thing. The Magee Furnace
arts directly on the blood ami miieous surfaci's ol the system. Sand tor testimonials i oiiquiny, Boston, will send, we are told,
free.
F. J. ( iiknky & CO.,Toledo,O. interesting details of their cooking and
heating apparatus.
SoUl by Druggists, 75c.
Statk
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The present existence of this palace is principally due to Nicholas V.,
the builder Pope, says a writer in the
Century. His plan was to build the
church of St. Peter as a startingpoint, and then to construct one vast
central habitat for the Papal administration, covering the whole of
what is called Borgo, from the castle
of St. Angelo to the cathedral. In
ancient times a portico or covered
way supported on columns led from
the bridge to the church, and it was
probably from this structure that
Nicholas began to build. That small
portion alone comprises the basilica
and the Vatican palace, which together form by far the greatest continuous mass of buildings in the world.
The colosseum is 195 yards long by
1156 broad, including the thickness of
the walls. St. Peter's Church alone
is 205 yards long and 156 broad, so
that the whole colosseum would easily
stand upon the ground plan of the
church, while the Vatican palace is
more than half as large again.
Nicholas Y. died in 1155, and the
oldest parts of the present Vatican
palace are not older than his reign.
Portions of the substructure of the
earlier building were no doubtutilized
by Nicholas, and the secret gallery
which connects the Vatican with the
mausoleum of Hadrian is generally
attributedto Pope John XXIII., who
died in 1117 ; but on the whole it may
be said that the Vatican palace is
originally a building of the period of
the Renaissance, to which all successive Popes have madeadditions.

"

"

An instrument for measuring the
flight of birds was made years ago.
This instrument has been adapted to
measuring the flight of insects. It
has been discovered that a housefly
flies faster than birds. It can fly
twenty-five feet a second, and when
frightened it increases its speed to one
hundred and sixty feet a second. A
swallow is considered the swiftest of
flying birds. A naturalist saw a
swallow chasing a dragon-fly, and it
could not catch the fly. Bees and
wasps not infrequently keep up with
a fast train for some distance, trying
to get in at a window.
The Roman helmet of the average
size weighed about two pounds, and
was thickly lined with felt so that a
severe blow could be borne without
serious inconvenience. These helmets were intolerably hot, however,
and were never worn during the
march or at any time save on parade,
sentry, or guard duty, or in the immediate presence of the enemy.

A device for freeing a runaway
horse from a vehicle has just been
patented. By moving a lever, the
shafts are leased from the vehicle,
which can be guided by the same
lever until it stops.
A recent computation makes the
number of artifical teeth fabricated in
the United States as high as 0,000,-000 annually.

Heart review.

aSensdNonsense.

FactsnF
d igures.
FIRST BUILDER OF THE VATICAN.
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and said nothing. At last he remarked : "Veil, Shon, I guess you
petter consider yourself dead."

"Sometimes," said Uncle Eben,
Mother (to her boy sliding down
er man puts oner long face an'
says he's discouraged when he's the banisters). ?Fritz, what are you
doing there ?
simply too lazy to try again."
Fkit/..?Making trousers for orHe.? My dear, the bank in which phan boys.
my money is deposited has failed.
Builder.? Aren't you afraid of
She.? What a mercy you've got
having
your tools stolen when you
your check-book at home, love !
leave them lying around so carelessly?
They say crude oil is becoming
Carpenter.? Don't you worry.
exhausted."
All those things will be found in your
"Good! Now we shall be spared bill.
the infliction of so many crude oilWatts.? Just
at that fellow

"

"

_____

paintings."

The infant of the household was in
its cradle. The head of the house
was at home, peevish and fault-finding. At length he became unendurable. " You've done nothing but
make mistakes tonight," he growled.
"Yes," she answered, meekly; I
began by putting the wrong baby to
bed."

look
on the bicycle, will you?

What in
the world is the use of his humping
over so?
Potts.? He must be trying to put
his shoulder to the wheel.

I J____________tJ
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Ladies' |
Kid Gloves B

All the latest styles of Gloves, i\
all the newest Fall Shades, 35
are now here awaiting your in- (c
0
J spection. Our popular prices P
prevail, but there is one very Jv
O special bargain as follows:?
iy

~-Ci

S3

in

_
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Ladies' 4-liutton Kid Gloves,
:i row embroidered back, full
length wrisl mid perfect litl.i 11jjr, colors tun, red, slate ami
black, all sizes, $1 .00 would
be the prloe anywhere else, onr

A

*jS

/|

M
o'O
(p

special price

59c.

«""v

'?»"\u25a0\u25a0

Mull Orders Promptly Killed.

'3)

(O

C°s

Our " Tremont Kid Glove" is '\u25a0!_'
V the best glove for $1.00 to
S lie had anywhere.
g
Order by mail.
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"I say, captain," said a young
Wm. S. Butler & Co.,
Englishman on board an American
" clipper, "that flag of yours has not <H tremont street, boston. M
floated in every breeze and over every
J. --.\u25a0it.. .-s<?r^fc^iA('«]
k:<u.
sea for a thousand years, has it? "
An English paper tells of a real
" No, it ain't," replied the captain,
Mrs. Partington. She walked into
but it has licked one that has."
"
the ollice of the Judge of Probate and
Neighbor.
Why, sakes alive,
asked:
Are you the Judge of
"
Leandcr,
what
yer
goin' ter do?
Reprobates?"
that
cheer?
chop
up
purty
MAISON
" I am the Judge of Probate," was Leander ?Waal, you kin jest bet
the reply.
"Well, that's it, I expect," quoth I am. A fellow sold it to me for a
the lady. " You see, my- husband music stool, an' I've been turning it
IT3 TREMONT STREET,
died detested, and left me several for three hours and can't git a note
ISOSTON.
little infidels, and I want to be ap- out of the darned thing.
Factory, Beach street
pointed their executioner!"
A young man had been talking to
FITCHBURQ RAILROAD.
Mbs. Stannaum, the author of a bored editor for a quarter of
Biotle's Baby," was once intro- an hour, and at last observed,
"duced
to Sir Morell Mackenzie at a " There are some things in this world
London entertainment by her writing that go without saying."
said the editor, and there
name of "John Strange Winter."
" Yes,"
"
still
are
more
persons in the world
The doctor, who did not keep up
with current fiction, looked somewhat who say a good deal without going."
dazed, and repeated the name wonyou haven't your clerk any
" I seesaid
THE SHORT tINE BETWEEN
deringly, whereupon the author re- longer,"
the store loafer.
BOSTON
marked, "Oh, yes, I'm Bootle's
AM>
"No," said the grocery-and-genBaby." Sir Morell retreated, mar- eral-store man. "A woman
NIAOAUA
FALLS,
came in
veling still more, and, drawing a
CHICAGO,
and asked for a stove-lifter?"
ST. LOUIS,
friend aside, confided to him that "he
"And he told her she wanted a
CINCINNATI,
had just met a poor demented lady,
lid-lifter?"
AND ALL POINTS
who was introduced as a man and
He
handed
a pint of
No.
her
"
thought herself a baby."

j
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LOWEST PRICES ON

?

?

Altar Boys' Suits.
Madame Marlier,

\u25a0

Hoosac Tunnel Route
_

\u25a0

kerosene."

Mi£. L., a good-natured German,
was the proprietor of a clothing business in a country town. He had in
his employ one John S., whom he had
advanced from cash-boy to head
clerk. Since his promotion, John had
several times asked for a raise in his
salary, and each time his request had
been granted. One morning John
again appeared at the old merchant's
desk with another request for an increaseof ten dollars per month. "Vy,
Shon," said Mr. L., "I dink I bays
you pooty well alretty; vat for I
bays you any more?"
Well," replied John, confidently,
I am your principal help here. I
know every detail of the business,
and, indeed, I think you could not
get along without me."
Is dat so?" exclaimed the GerShon, vot voud I do supman.
pose you vas to die?"
Well," hesitated John, I suppose you would have to get along
without me then." The old man "
took several whiffs from hi3big pipe

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"Papa, is Mrs. Bigelow very poor?"
No, Cedric, Mrs. Bigelow is well
off; don't you know what a nice

Lake Champlain Route
BETWEEN

"

BOSTON
AND

MONTREAL,
house she has ? "
OTTAWA,
But she sleeps in the hencoop,
QUEBEC,
papa."
AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.
Why, Cedric!"
Falnec,
Sleeping; or Drawing 1t....111
She said she did."
Can on nil tfaroosjb I ruins.
What do you mean?"
For Time tables, space In Bleeping Cars, or
information of any kind call on any Ticket
Don't you remember when she Agent Of the Couipunv or address
.1. K. WATSON,
was here to dinner night before last
Gen'l lass. Agent,
Boston, Mass.
she excused herself, and said she
must go home early because she went I__S_S__SGLID SILVER RING.
to bed with the chickens? "
riiißwe warrant rterBS*Vlffii)>.«sssl

"

"
"
"
"
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HALL'S

Vegetable Sicilian
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iv "\u25a0"J^J'SSrS. "
Sfravcdoii
1 . "stly "m " ilv, r ring
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of Jewelry,eta. Beads
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I'ostage stampstaken.
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NEW YOISK

HAIR RENEWER

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,

Will restore gray hair to its youthful color and beauty?will thicken
the growth of the hair?will prevent baldness, cure dandruff, and
all scalp diseases A fine dressing.
The best hair restorer made.
It. P. Hall & Co., PrpJM., Nashua. N. 11.
Hold by all Druggists.

Boots, $HOEB, and Rubbers

Dealers in

77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest prices for solid goods.
Two Dm.l,ai;s to the Hoosac Tunnel
and return via the Kitclihnrg railroad excursion of Sept. 19.

